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%uí& Alignment 
means 

iiceretate Alignment 
Alignment with a Visual Alignment Signal Generator 

(VISALGEN) eliminates guess -work and time consuming plotting. 

WHAT 
The '/r 419eft 

Does 

WHY 
The l/ca aye4t 

Is Useful 

HOW 
The 'Z í ice-t 

Operates 

WHERE 
The 6J-a ice`t 
May Be Used 

Aligns intermediate and radio frequency amplifiers in FM 

and AM Communication and Broadcast Receivers, as well 

as Broadband receivers of all types. 

Saves time, instantaneously you see the entire frequency 

response curve. Indispensable for FM discriminator and 

overcoupled circuit alignment. 

Gives a wide band FM output synchronized with a linear 

sweep, so that the overall frequency response of the 

circuit under test is seen on an oscilloscope screen. 

The Visalgen, available in two models: the 205TS (500 KC 

to 20 MC) and the 204TS (20 KC to 500 KC) is useful in 

Development Laboratories, Production Testing or on the 
service bench. In short, wherever fast accurate alignment 
is necessary. 

A matching oscilloscope is also available in a separate cabi- 

net or installed with either VISALGEN in a single cabinet. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY - H A R V EY) WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
OF CAMBRIDGE 

HARVEY RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
443 CONCORD AVENUE CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS 



 The IFL discriminator 
transformer it suitable 
for use in conventional 
FM receiver discriminator 
circuits and is linear over 

o bond of +100 KC. 

Please write to Department 
14, National Company, 
fo further information 

The IFM is an IF 

transformer with a 150 

KC bandwidth at 1.5 db 

attenuation. Approximate 
stage gain of 30 is ob- 

tained when used with 
6SG7 tube. 

The IFN is an IF 

transformer with a 100 

KC bandwidth at 1.5 db 

attenuation. Approximate 
stage gain of 30 is ob- 
tained when used with 
6SG7 tube. 

The AR -2 and AR -5 coils are high Q 

permeability tuned RF coils. The AR -2 

coil tunes from 75 me to 220 me and 

the AR -5 coil tunes from 37 me to 110 

me with suitable capacitors. 

M A K E R S O F 

The IFO is an FM 

discriminator transformer 
of the ratio type and is 

linear over a band of 
+100 KC. 

XR -50 coil 
forms may be 
wound as de- 
sired to pro- 

vide a permeability tuned coil. 
The form winding length is { }" 
and the form winding diameter 
is t /2 ". The iron slug is 3/e" di- 
ameter by t /t" long. 

L I FETI M E 

The IFL, IFM, IFN and IFO transformers 

all operate at 10.7 me and are designed 

for use in FM or AM superheterodyne re- 

ceivers. The transformer cans are 13/8" 

square and stand 3'/8" above the chassis. 

THE WHOLE OF YOUR EQUIPMENT 

DEPENDS ON ITS 

PATS 
... You can't afford to jeopardize the 

success of expensive 

using inferior parts. 

practical experience 

equipment by 

Through long 

manufacturers, 

engineers, and laboratory research 

workers have all found that it pays to 

use National parts in constructing 

new apparatus. Good materials and 

exacting workmanship have made 

them a by -word for dependability and 

long -life. 

Send for the new 1947 National cata- 

log containing over 600 parts today. 

TIatioiiaL 
Company, Inc. 

Malden, mass. 

R A D I O E Q U I P M E N T 
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All controlled Ly 1 STUDIO CONSOLE 

2 

NO OTHER CONSOLE 
offers all these outstanding 

features .. . 

Seven built -in pre -amplifiers - put 5 
microphones and 2 turntables, or 7 microphones, 
on the air simultaneously. 

Nine mixer positions -lead to 5 micro- 
phones, two turntables, one remote line and one 
network line. 

Nine remote and two network lines 
may be wired in permanently. 

Most dependable, trouble -free switches 
used throughout. 

Frequency Response 2 DB from 30 to 15,000 
cycles. Ideal speech -input system for either AM 
or FM. 

Distortion less than 1%, from -50 to 10,000 
cycles. 

Providing complete high -fidelity speech -input facil- 
ities for the modern station ... with all control, ampli- 
fying and monitoring equipment in a single compact 
cabinet ... the Raytheon RC -11 Studio Console 

handles any desired combination of studios, remote 
lines or turntables, broadcasting and auditioning 
simultaneously through two high quality main am- 

plifier channels. 

Telephone -type, lever action 3- position key switches 

reduce operational errors to a minimum; while effi- 

cient, functional appearance and smart two -tone 
metallic tan blend well with other studio equipment. 

Priced remarkably low... write for details! 
Noise Level minus 65 DB's or better. Air- 
plane -type four -woy rubber shock mounting elim- 
inates outside noise and operational "clicks." 

Meets all FCC Requirements for FM trans- 
mission. 

Dual Power Supply provides standby circuit 
instantly available for emergency use. 

Instant Access to all wiring and components. 
Top hinged panel opens at a touch. Entire 

cabinet tilts back on sturdy full -length rear hinge. 

àC'eloLNCl fIl Reaeaicit and c/Zitmufrlz2Gltse 

at hhe X2acackaainsc zaiiratty 

excellence in 6'kcltonicá 
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION 
WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS 

Industrial and Commercial Electronic Equipment, Broadcast Equipment. 
Tubes and Accessories 

Sales offices: Boston, Chattanooga, Chicago, 
Dallas, Los Angeles, New York, Seattle 

FM AND TELEVISION 
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R -MC Authorized Jobbers know the impor- 

tance of SERVICING their broadcasting station and other 
customers ... to fulfill all customer needs promptly. 

R -MC Authorized Jobbers always have available a 

sufficient quantity of new PARA -FLUX REPRODUCERS 
convenience in ordering and 

25 

30 in stock ... for your 
getting promptly. 

31 Whenever you may inadvertently damage a PARA- 

FLUX REPRODUCER, Arm, or Equalizer, your R -MC 
37 Jobber will supply you with a brand new unit ... imme- 

diately ... at a special, low exchange price. There is 

no need for a long wait to repair pickup, or any other 
part, by sending it back to plant. 

You will find R -MC Jobbers always ready to serve you 

quickly and efficiently. Write us for the name of Jobber 
in your territory, or see list below: 

R -MC AUTHORIZED STOCKING JOBBERS: 
Albany, N. Y. -E. E. Taylor Co. 

Allentown, Penna. -Radio Electric Service Co. 

Asheville, N. C. -Freck Radio, Refrigeration & Supply Co. 

Atlanta, Ga.- Specialty Dist. Co. 

Augusta, Ga.- Prestwood Electronics Co. 

Binghamton, N. Y.- Federal Radio Supply 
Boston, Mass. -DeMembro Radio Co. 

Boston, Mass. -Radio Wire Television Co. 

Buffalo, N. Y. -Dymac Inc. 

Charleston, S. C. -Radio Laboratories, Inc. 

Chattanooga, Tenn. -W. B. Taylor Co. 

Chicago, 111.- Concord Radio Corp. 
Chicago, 111. -Tri -Par Sound Systems 

Chicago, 111.- Walker -Jimieson, Inc. 

Chicago, 111.-Newark Electric Co. 
Los Angeles, Calif. -Radio Products Sales, Inc. 

Los Angeles, Calif. -Radio Specialties Co. 

Milwaukee, Wis. -Radio Parts Co. 

Madison, Wisc.- Satterfield Radio Supply Co. 

Philadelphia, Penna.- Algene Radio and Sound 

Portland, Ore.- United Radio Supply 
Quincy, III. -Gates Radio Co. 
Roanoke, Va.- Leonard Electronics 
Rochester, N. Y.- Rochester Radio Supply 
San Diego, Calif. -Coast Electric Co. 

San Francisco, Calif. -San Francisco Radio Supply 

Scranton, Pa. -Fred P. Purscell 
Topeka, Kansas -John A. Costelow Co. 

Tuckahoe, N. Y.- Electronicraft 
Washington, D. C.- United States Recording Co. 

Winston -Salem, N. C.- Dalton Hege 
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8 

28 
29 
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THIS MONTH'S COVER 

This month's cover picture is of 
great interest to FM transmitter 
engineers and designers because 
it discloses the method used by 
REL to obtain 10 kw. output on 
the FM broadcast band of 88 to 
108 mc. 

REL's solution is the use of four 
Eimac internal anode tetrodes, 
with a very smart plumbing ar- 
rangement combined with sound- 
proofing. This 10 -kw. amplifier, 
operating at 80 % efficiency, can be 
driven from a % -kw. exciter,,or a 
1 -kw. driver working at reduced 
power. The new name Quadrilinc 
comes from this 4 -tube design. 

Descriptive, illustrated Bulletin PRI, upon request 

I[.4DI0- nll'SIC 
CORPORATION 

EAST PORT CHESTER, CONN. 

Entered as second -class matter, August 22, 1945, at the Past Office, Creai Barrington, Mass., under the Act of March 3, 

1879. Additional entry at the Post Office. Concord, N. H. Printed in the U. S. A. 

MEMBER, 
AUDIT 
BUREAU OF 
CIRCULATIONS 
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This is a Dielectric Anten- 
na, with special direction- 
al properties for radar. 

A "Yogi" array, 
highly directional 
with excellent im- 
pedance match- 
ing & bandwidth. 

The Andrew Folded Uni- 
pole Antenna, ideal for 
transmitting or receiving, 
in the frequency range 30 
to 174 MC. 

A Coaxial An- 
tenna for the 
amateur 2 me- 
ter band. 

The new Andrew Di- 
Fan Broad Band An- 
tenna, for improved 
FM and TV reception. 

A Ground Plane 
Antenna, economi- 
cal and effective 
for government, 
amateur, and emer- 
gency communica- 
tion services. 

1946 
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FM SET DESIGNS 

ALTER BUEHR certainly started 
111 something with his article on "High 
Fidelity FM at Mass -Market Prices" in 
our March issue. It couldn't have been 
more perfectly timed, for the sharp break 
in AM set sales came just when that issue 
appeared. 

The comments were all very favorable 
and represented many different points of 
view. Even the following letter wound up 
with a pat on the back: 

"Man, you're just the customer I am 
looking for. After reading your article on 
design emphasis, there is little doubt that 
you will want to buy my functional auto- 
mobile. It costs you $200 less than a real 
automobile, but think of the real value 
you are getting. 

"After all, what is an automobile - it 
is essentially an engine and a seat mounted 
on four wheels. Why not stop there? The 
motor needs protection against dust and 
prying fingers. Fine! Put a large soap box 
over it and you have a functional unit. 
The soap box is unfinished, but you as the 
customer can stain or paint it to suit your 
personality. If you have little personality, 
you can leave it unfinished. Here is real 
flexibility. 

"To keep the overall job small in size, 
it is possible to mount the driver in with 
the engine. The exhaust heats him in 
winter and the fan cools him in summer. 
The finished (woops - unfinished) prod- 
uct will be priced low enough to permit the 
development of a mass market. `No kid- 
ding, boy, you got something there.' " The 
letter was signed Vitamin Flintheart. 

Mr. Newell T. Crolius, of Radio Wire 
Television, Boston, had this to say: 

"In reviewing the March issue of FM 
AND TELEVISION, we took special notice 
of Mr. Buehr's article on page 31. In our 
shop here in Boston, we are emphasizing 
the very ideas which are illustrated in this 
article, and feel that the customers inter- 
ested in high -quality reproducers are 
growing more and more inclined to `junk 
the furniture'. As a matter of fact, a good 
portion of our business has been in what 
we term custom -built jobs, many of which 
have been set up in a manner similar to the 
methods Mr. Buehr describes. 

"Material such as this, in written form, 
is rare as you know. Hence we would ap- 
preciate your advising us as to whether 
reprints of the above article are available 
for distribution, for they will aid us greatly 
in our service to customers interested in 
this type of equipment." 

FM AND TELEVISION 



The two filters in the picture (one with side 
cut away) are used fo separate two radio 
channels coming in on the same antenna but 
on different frequencies. At the end of the 

connecting waveguide, the channels are 

made to part company, each going to a 

different circuit through its assigned filter 

SEPARATION CENTER 
FOR RADIO WAVES 

Thirty years ago, when all telephone service went 

by wire, Bell scientists developed means of sending 

dozens of conversations over the same line. 

This they did by giving to each conversation a 

different carrier frequency; then to separate it from 

the others, they used a device which they had in- 

vented and named -the electric wave filter. 

Today, in microwave telephone systems, the mes- 

sage- bearing waves pass to and from the antenna 

in pipes called waveguides. So scientists in Bell 

Laboratories devised a different kind of filter -a 
filter in a waveguide. This filter is a system of 
electrically resonant cavities formed by walls and 
partitions. Waves that set up sympathetic vibrations 
in the cavities pass through; others are reflected. 

In the Bell System, now, single circuits are carry- 
ing many conversations at the same time through 
precision wave -filtering. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 

Bell Telephone Laboratories pioneered in the research on FM radio and television, and is active in developing improvements in both fields today 

June 1947 - formerly F31, F.11 HADLO- ELEcTxoNi( s 5 



PRODUCTS & LITERATURE 

So many new instruments, components, and 
materials are being brought out that space 
does not permit us to publish illustrated 
descriptions of them all. Accordingly, rather 
than selecting a few each month, we have 
established this new department of Products 
& Literature so that a great number of brief 
descriptions can be published. From these, 
you can select items which interest you, and 
send for catalogs or bulletins. We'll appre- 
ciate it if you will meanticn FM and TELE- 
VISION in your requests. 

Terminal Lugs of minature size, intended for 
small radio assemblies, hearing aids, 
microphones, and meters. Silver -plated, 
machined lug 3/32 in. in base diameter, 
projecting 3/32 in. above a 1/64 in. ter- 
minal board. Roll -over shank is .25 in. 
long. Also available with .45 -in. shank. - 
Cambridge Thermionic Corp., 445 Con- 
cord Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 

Photo, C -R, and Special Tubes are described in 
a 16 -page booklet, giving technical data 
and terminal diagrams on 113 types. Sec- 
tion on photo -tubes shows outline dimen- 
sions and spectral- sensitivity curves for 
equipment design use. Price 10¢ - Book- 
let CRPS -102, Commercial Engineering, 
Tube Department, RCA, Harrison, N. J. 

Reproducer Heads of high -fidelity design for 
broadcast stations, recording studios, 
theatres, and factory sound systems. 
Vertical, lateral, and universal /types are 
available, each equipped with diamdnd- 
point stylus. All types are interchangeable 
on plug -in tone arm mounting. Response 
is rated as flat from 40 to above 11,000 
cycles. - Radio Music Corp., East Port 
Chester, Conn. 

FM Receiver for 88 -108 mc. A7 -tube straight 
FNI table model designed to make FM 
reception available at low. cost. Can also 
be used as an FM tuner in conjunction 
with AM sets. - Electronics, Inc., 934A 
Bowen Building, Washington, D. C. 

Stand -Off Terminals with the lugs and 
threaded inserts or screws molded into 
melamine or mica -filled phenolic. Sizes 
suitable for use on radio receivers and 
transmitters. - Winchester Co., 6 E. 
46th St., New York 17. 

Keying Relay designed to operate up to 20 
pulses per second on 5 milliamperes with 
.125 watt in the coil, up to 40 or 50 im- 
pulses at higher wattage ratings. Design 
features rugged precision construction, 
with steel base, annealed Armco iron core 
with ground pole face, Oilite bearings, 
%-in. silver contacts. Can be supplied in 
hermetically- sealed case. - Signal En- 
gineering & Mfg. Co., 154 W. 14 St., New 
York 11. 
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Beat - Frequency Generator for use with an os- 
cilligraph to show frequency -amplitude 
characteristics. Eliminates hand -plotting 
curves for amplifiers, filters, transformers, 
and balanced circuits. Sweep rate of 5 to 
8 seconds is particularly adapted to 
speaker testing. Technical bulletin gives 
complete data. - Clough Brengle Co., 
6014 Broadway, Chicago 40. 

Television Receiver, table model with 10 -in. 
tube. This is the first television receiver 
offered for sale by Philco. Manual con- 
trols include television station selector, 
brightness, contrast, sound channel vol- 
ume, and tone. - Model 1000, Philco 
Corp., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Voltage Regulator, tube operated, holds 
voltage at any selected output value from 
110 to 120 volts, with line voltage varia- 
tions from 95 to 135 volts. Wave form 
distortion under normal conditions is 1 to 
2 %, and only 3% under extreme, adverse 
conditions. Operates on any load up to 1 

kva. - Model 1E5101, Superior Electric 
Co., 53 Laurel St., Bristol, Conn. 

FM -AM Antenna System for stores, designed 
to permit perfect demonstrations from 
floor models. System comprises a roof 
antenna, mast, coaxial dawn -lead, con- 
stant output amplifier, and a radiating 
wire from which each demonstration 
model can pick up signals. Amplifier gain 
is 30 to 40 db on FM band, and 40 to 60 
db on AM band. - L. S. Brach Mfg. 
Co., 200 -F Central Ave., Newark 4, N. J. 

FM Booklet, describing the advantages of 
FM, and illustrating Stewart -Warner 
FM AM table models and consoles, and 
FM -AM -TV console. - Stewart -Warner 
Corp., Chicago 14. 

Magnetic Materials and their electrical prop- 
erties are analyzed in graphs and charts 
presented in a new 32 -page brochure. Of 
special value is a chart which presents 
the comparative properties and applica- 
tions of various core materials, with their 
trade names. Copies of "Magnetic Ma- 
terials" are available on request. - Alle- 
gheny Ludlum Steel Corp., 2020A Oliver 
Bldg., Pittsburgh. 

Test Instruments for checking radio circuits 
and tubes. New types include counter 
tube tester with double -faced meter, mul- 
ti- tester, pocket -size signal generator with 
fixed frequencies of 1,500, 550, 465, and 
456 kc., and two signal tracers. - Radio 
City Products Co., Inc., 127 W. 26 St., 
New York 1. 

Non -Spill Fly- Weight Batteries, no larger than 2 
penlight dry cells, weigh only 1 oz., yet 

are rated at 50% more watts output than 
2 class C dry batteries, Transparent plas- 
tic case is leakproof, and all free- flowing 
electrolyte is eliminated. Output of 2.2 
volts is steady through 98% of usable life 
for any one charging. Size % by %6 by 
1'f6 in. Special charger is available. 
Vitamite Co., 227 W. 64 St., New York 
City. 

Wide -Band Antenna designed for FM and 
television reception on 44 to 216 mc. A 
multi -element assembly of aluminum 
rods, carried on a short aluminum sup- 
port. - Type FMTV44216, Interstate 
Mfg. Corp., 138-A Sussex Ave., Newark 
4, N. J. 

Printed Circuits assembled on a small ceramic 
plate comprise .1 mfd. coupling condenser, 
250 mmf. plate RF bypass condenser, 
.25 meg. plate load resistor, and .5 meg. 
grid resistor. Details of this unit and its 
use are contained in bulletin 943F. - 
Centralab division of Globe Union, Mil- 
waukee, Wis. 

Portable Transcription Player for broadcast and 
professional use. The 16 -in. turntable 
operates at 78 or 33 RPM. Supplied 
with vertical, lateral, or universal pickup. 
Output impedance 30,250, and 500/600 
ohms. - Model TP -13, Radio -Music 
Corp., East Port Chester, Conn. 

Oscillograph Power Supply in portable case pro- 
vides continuously variable DC voltage 
from 5,000 to 10,000 volts, with regulation 
within 20% of no -load voltage on loads 
up to 200 microamperes. Ripple voltage 
less that .5 %. Uses RF oscillator with its 
own power supply, RF step -up trans- 
former, half -wave rectifier, and filter. - 
Model 263 -A, DuMont Labs., Inc., 
Passaic, N. J. 

Folded Dipole with or without reflector for 
FM reception, or for television on 44 -88 
mc. Short mast is supplied, with roof 
mounting bracket. - Ward Products Co., 
1523 F East 45 St., Cleveland 3, Ohio. 

Miniature Tube Guide, giving characteristics 
and base diagrams of 72 types. Very use- 
ful information for circuit engineers and 
designers. - Bulletin M, Hytron Radio 
& Electronics Corp., Salem, Mass. 

Vacuum Condenser, 2% ins. in diameter by 
6% ins. long has 50 mmf. capacity, rated 
at 60 amperes, 30 kv. peak potential. 
Other ratings will be available. - United 
Electronics Co., Newark, N. J. 

Outdoor Microphone designed to withstand 
severe shocks and abuse. All components 
are replaceable. Rated response 40 to 
9,000 cycles, adjustable impedance 200 
or 500 ohms. Designed for stand mount- 
ing. - St. Louis Microphone Co., Inc., 
2726F Brentwood Blvd., St. Louis 17, 
Mo. 

FM AND TELEVISION 



3ftcth;ú& HAS BEEN TALKED FOR YEARS 

Now You Can Do Something About it! 

It has always been said, "Facsimile some 

day will be made an adjunct to home 

radio and not cost too much." 

This was and is an objective that Alden 

designers have never lost sight of. 

We find our present 4.1 inch recorded line 

recorder (made to 4.1 inch proposed 

standards of the TRII Committee 

on Facsimile, Transmitter Section, 

R.M.A. Eng. Dept.) has the simplicity 

needed for home use, works on the 

turn on of a switch wherever an FM 

set receives a satisfactory sound signal 

and it is suited for manufacture by 

production methods so we are pricing 

it now, not in the future, at $Ioo.00. 

This is only the present price - vol- 

ume manufacture will lower it. 

To make it a package, it is housed in a 

mahogany chairside cabinet priced at 

$100.00 - with a custom built ampli- 

fier priced at $50. Thus for $250.00 

and an FM set you are ready for 

reception. 

What About Transmission 

Broadcasters find all they have had to do 

to go on the air is roll in an Alden 

Scanner, plug the line cord into an AC 

outlet, the output into the speech am- 

plifier and they are on the air. 

The scanner is a negligible percentage of 

station's investment and it enables it 

Jett 

to render another service that will 

promote the sale of FM sets and in- 

crease the FM audience. 

Write for further details and quotations 

and advise if you have received our 

"Brown Book" on facsimile. 

117 NORTH MAIN STREET 

PRODUCTCO. E BROCKTON 64 -FM, MASSACHUSETTS 
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PLAYBACK ARM 

This Playback Arm developed 10 years ago by our 
engineers has been carefully redesigned to comply with 
requirements of the most recent advancements in the 
art of high- quality reproduction. Now made of mag- 
nesium, mass has been reduced to a minimum. Yet 
the construction retains that solidity, stiffness, fric- 
tionless motion, and freedom from undesired reso- 
nances, so necessary with new modern low -mass highly 
compliant pickup cartridges. 

With your favorite cartridge, such as the new G. E. 
Variable Reluctance, mounted in this Playback Arm 
you can be certain that you are obtaining optimum 
performance from your equipment with practically no 
wear on your finest records and transcriptions. Track- 
ing problems have been virtually eliminated. 

Features of the new Gray Improved Playback Arm 
include finely controlled adjustment of stylus pressure, 
virtually frictionless lateral and vertical bearings, 
three -point adjustable mounting for accurate leveling, 
extremely low basic resonance, concentration of lateral 
mass at stylus, minimum tangency errors, very low 
vertical inertia, convenient finger -lift near stylus for 
ease of cueing, and precision construction throughout. 

The Gray Playback Arm, designed to take any modern 
pickup, may be purchased with or without a cartridge. 
Mounting radii of the three styles are consistent with 
dimensions of transcription tables. Model 103S illus- 
trated above, 13" mounting radius. $35.00. 

WRITE FOR ENGINEERING 
BULLETIN A -10 

The complete line of Gray 
professional recording and 
transcription equipment in- 
cludes a highly accurate syn- 
chronous gear driven two - 
speed turntable; an overhead 
Recording Drive with continu- 
ously variable pitch, auto- 
matic two -speed scroll and 
instant selection of direction 
of cut; a Dial Groove Indi- 
cator; a Record Lift; a special 
Sound Effects Arm with stylus 
light; a Sound Effects vari- 
able speed turntable. 

GRAY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT C 
ELMSFORD WESTCHESTER COUNTY NEW YORK 

8 
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Stewart -Warner: New distributors for Stew- 
art- Warner radios are L. Luria & Sons, 
Inc., 400 S.W. 2nd Avenue, Miami, for 
southern Florida, and Andrews Distribut- 
ing Company, 406 S. Columbia Street, 
South Bend, for 18 counties in northern 
Indiana and southern Michigan. 

Corning Glass: C. John Phillips has resigned 
as manager of Corning's electronic sales 
department, to join Pittsburgh Plate Glass. 
Now the Corning electronic sales depart- 
ment has been merged with industrial 
sales, under the management of William 
H. Tomb. 

Chicago: Wells Sales, Inc., handling radio 
parts and equipment, has moved to larger 
quarters at 320 N. LaSalle Street. 

Magnavox: Pierre F. Marshall has been 
named advertising manager for the Mag- 
navox line of radios, components, and 
audiovisual training aids. 

Eimac: New sales representative for Eitel- 
McCullough tubes in Missouri, Kansas, 
eastern Nebraska, and Iowa, except Cedar 
Rapids, is Clyde H. Schryver. His head- 
quarters are at the Merchandise Mart, 
Kansas City, Mo. 

Federal: Just back after a year's special 
assignment in Italy, Clyde E. Dickey has 
been named general sales director of fed- 
eral Telephone and Radio Corporation. 
During 19 years with the parent IT & T 
Company, he was director general of the 
Spanish Telephone Company and vice 
president and general manager of the 
Cuban Telephone Company. 

RCA: Elmer D. Eades has succeeded W. L. 
Rothenberg as manager of RCA's south- 
ern regional office at Citizens and South- 
ern Bank Building, Atlanta. Rothenberg 
has been moved to the RCA tube depart- 
ment, Harrison, N. J., as renewal sales 
manager. 

Sorenson: New general sales manager for 
Sorenson & Company, Stamford, Conn., 
is Edward R. McCarthy, formerly with 
Pneumatic Products and General Motors. 

Chicago: The Salescrafters, Inc., headed by 
Ray R. Hutmacher, has opened offices at 
510 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago. Hut - 
macher, who resigned recently from 
McGuire Industries, will handle Carbon - 
neau speakers and other lines for sale to 
manufacturers and parts jobbers. 
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HIGH VOLTAGE. 'l he new Sylvania L\ 38 
Crystal is designed for a back voltage of 100 
volts maximum. 

irHIGH FREQUENCY. With its shunt capaci- 
tance of only 0.8 to 1.1 µµf, the 1N38 is 
ideal for high frequency use. 

HIGH TEMPERATURE. Rectification effi- 
ciency decreases only .0007% per degree 
temperature rise from 27° to 75° C. 

2 00 

1 400 
Newest addition to the Sylvania family of 
Germanium Crystals, the 1N38 is of com- 
pact, space- saving design. Pigtail leads 
permit easy soldering into position. 

Back resistance is as high as DA megohms. 

Minimum life is 5,000 hours at 22.5 ma DC. 

Write for full details 

Electronics Division, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N. Y. 

SYLVANIA 
ELE 
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Accessibility is the keynote of this me- 
chanical and electrical design. True vertical - 
chassis construction ... used by RCA since 
1935 . . . provides unimpeded up -draft 
ventilation, makes every component easy 
to reach and easy to remove. Unit -type as- 
sembly makes for flexibility, easy installa- 
tion, and simple modification for higher 
power. Due to small unit sizes, it is par - 
ticularly adaptable for high -building in- 
stallations where equipment must be moved 
in by elevators. 

3 dependable kilowatts of FM 
...with the RCA type BTF-3B 

You are looking at a 3 -kw FM broadcast transmitter 
built strictly for professional transmitter engineers 
yvho know transmitters -vet is so simple that inex- 
perienced personnel can tune it in minutes. It has 
every proved feature required for proper operation 
and it's free from tricks and gadgets. 

You'll be Interested in these facts 
Fact No. 1 -This transmitter uses RCA's simple, 
straightforward, Direct FM -type exciter ... inher- 
ently capable of holding distortion and noise level 
below that of any other exciter yet developed. 
Frequency control circuits give stability equal to 
crystal operation, do not affect modulation, and 
cannot take your carrier off the air. With only 
4 r -f stages ... 1 oscillator, 2 tripiers, 1 buffer ... it 
uses fewer tubes and no trick types. 

Fact No. 2 -The entire transmitter uses only 9 r -f 
tubes ... i oscillator, 2 triplers, 1 doubler, 5 ampli- 
fiers. There are 2 modulator tubes and 10 rectifier 
tubes ... excluding voltage regulators. Result: only 
21 tubes can seriously affect your carrier. (15 
regulators and control tubes do not contribute to 
transmitter outages.) This total of 36 tubes is lower, 
tee believe, than any similar transmitter of this power. 

Fast No. 3-The BTF -3B uses the RCA -perfected 
Grounded -Grid circuit in both the driver and final 

amplifiers. It's simple to tune. It requires no neu- 
tralization. It's more stable than older, more con- 
ventional amplifier circuits. 

Fact No. 4 -The final amplifier uses RCA's vhf 
Disc -Seal tube, type 7C24 ... especially designed 
for grounded -grid operation in our 1 -, 3 -, 10 -, and 
50 -kw FM transmitters. Quantity- produced, fully 
field- tested, rugged, and inexpensive, the RCA -7C24 
is the best -suited tube yet designed for this service. 

Fact No. 5- Shielded tank circuit design of the final 
amplifier eliminates r -f current flow in transmitter 
housing. Result: greatly reduced housing radiation 
compared with conventional tank circuits ... and 
greatly reduced r -f pick -up in nearby audio circuits. 
Reason: outer tubing of concentric tank operates at 
ground potential ... provides a near -perfect shield- 
ing for its inner conductor. 

Fact No. 6- Single -ended output circuits provide 
greater stability and are easier to adjust (no balanc- 
ing required) than push -pull circuits - particularly 
at FM frequencies. Single -ended circuits provide 
easier matching to the grounded transmission lines 
universally used in FM service. 

Full information is yours for the asking. Write 
RCA, Dept. 35 -F, Broadcast Equipment Section, 
Camden, N. J. 

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 
RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
ENG /NEER /NG PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT, CAMDEN N.,/ 
In Canada. RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal 
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e put ourselves 

into our work... 

Skilled workmen always take great pride and 
satisfaction in performing effort that creates 
extra touches of quality. 

We are fortunate in the high calibre of 
craftsmen who serve our organization. Here 

are men who like their work and who approach 
each new project with enthusiasm and confi- 
dence ... who are forever working out new and 
ingenious methods of doing something a 

bit better. 

Time and time again keen minds and 
skilled hands in our plant have licked that 
familiar old bugaboo, "lt can't be done" 
by figuring out ways to do the unusual or 
the "impossible." 

Have you a tough problem in sheet metal? 
We may have the solution waiting for you. Let 

us quote on your cabinets, housings, chassis, 

racks, boxes and enclosures- however unusual 
the design. 

Write for our new catalog. 

o 
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o 

.KarpMETAL PRODUCTS CO., INC. 
Gerat wn rÌ in 9Yied aides .. - 

126 - 30th STREET, BROOKLYN 32, NEW YORK 
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C7-Wit/Ftdtrolta, 

GUARANTEED" 

VHF SYSTEMS 

NOW AVAILABLE 

for immediate installation 

Compact ... rugged ... serviceable - 
three distinguishing characteristics 

of the complete Farnsworth fixed station 

railroad radio system. Illustrated 

here are antenna, transmitter, 

receiver, power supply on indoor 

mounting rack, and local control unit. 

Progressive railroads have waited many 
years for railroad radio communications equipment in which 
they could invest with confidence. 

Now Farnsworth engineers and designers - the same 
men who pioneered the adaptation of radio to rail corn - 
munications - have developed practical, reliable, guaran- 
teed* railroad radio communications equipment which 
merits capital investments. 

Farnsworth systems are thoroughly engineered to meet 
the unique and exacting standards of railway operation ... - 

carefully designed to provide maximum usefulness and flex- 

ibility ... comprehensively planned to comply with regula- 
tions of the FCC and ICC, and the specifications of the 
AAR ... exhaustively field- engineered over a period of years 
to guarantee simplified, low -cost maintenance. Developed 
systematically and without haste in one of the world's great 

electronic laboratories, Farnsworth systems represent the 
best equipment designed and produced for this highly im- 
portant service. 

Write Dept. FM -6, Farnsworth Television & Radio Cor- 
poration, Fort Wayne 1, Indiana. 

a /izi-idli 

Farnsworth guarantees this equipment for a period of one 
year against defective design, material and workmanship, 
and agrees to remedy any such defect in any railway 
electronic unit of its manufacture, provided that the unit 
is returned intact, bearing original serial number with all 
transportation paid, for Farnsworth's examination at its 
Fort Wayne, Indiana, factory within one year and thirty 
days from date of purchase. This warranty does not, how- 
ever, extend to tubes or moving parts (components which 
carry the guarantee of the manufacturers thereof). 

Farnsworth Radio and Television Receivers and Transmitters Aircraft Radio Equipment Farnsworth Television Tubes Mobile Communications 

and Traffic Control Systems for Rail and Highway The Farnsworth Phonograph -Radio The Capehart The Panamuse by Capehart 
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for 

electronic 

There are still millions of dollars worth of 
war surplus transmitters, receivers, tubes and 
various other types of electronic equipment 
being offered for sale to manufacturers, job- 
bers and wholesalers. 

This may be your once -in -a- lifetime opportu- 
nity to take advantage of these bargains. All 
you do is contact one of War Assets Adminis- 
trations approved distributors and learn what 
is available. 

For your convenience we are listing the names 
and addresses of those companies appointed 
to serve you. They will be happy to quote 
items, price and delivery. Just call, write, or 
phone and see how you can "Save with Surplus." 

A-7 OFFICE OF AIRCRAFT AND ELECTRONICS DISPOSAL 4rv P 

:-=- P 
W AA 'Aye 

WAR ASSETS ADMINISTRATION 

Offices located at: Atlanta Birmingham Boston Charlotte Chicago 
Cincinnati Cleveland Denver Detroit Grand Prairie, Tex. Helena 
Houston Jacksonville Kansas City, Mo. Los Angeles Louisville Minneapolis 
Nashville New Orleans New York Omaha Philadelphia Portland, Ore. 
Richmond St. Louis Salt Lake City San Antonio San Francisco Seattle Spokane Tulsa 
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equipment 

American Condenser Co. 
4410 No. Ravenswood Avenue 
Chicago 40, Illinois 

Automatic Radio Mfg. Co., Inc. 
122 Brookline Avenue 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 

Belmont Radio Corporation 
3633 So. Racine Avenue 
Chicago 9, Illinois 

Carr Industries Inc. 
1269 Atlantic Avenue 
Brooklyn 16, N. Y. 

Communication Measurements 
Laboratory 

120 Greenwich Street 
New York 6, New York 

Cole Instrument Co. 
1320 So. Grand Avenue 
Los Angeles 15, California 

Electronic Corporation of America 
353 West 48th Street 
New York 19, N. Y. 

Electro- Voice, Inc. 
Carroll & Cecil Streets 
Buchanan, Michigan 

Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. 
76 Ninth Avenue 
New York 11, N. Y. 

Essex Wire Corporatic 
1601 Wall Street 
Ft. Wayne 6, Indiana 

General Electric Company 
Building 267, 1 River Road 
Schenectady 5, New York 

General Electronics Inc. 
1819 Broadway 
New York 23, N. Y. 

Hammarlund Mfg. Company, Inc. 
460 West 34th Street 
New York 1, New York 

Hoffman Radio Corporation 
3761 South Hill Street 
Los Angeles 7, California 

Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp. 
76 Lafayette Street 
Salem, Massachusetts 

Johanns & Keegan Inc. 
62 Pearl Street 
New York 4, N. Y. 

E. F. Johnson Company 
206 Second Avenue, S. W. 
Waseca, Minnesota 

National Union Radio Corporation 
57 State Street 
Newark 2, New Jersey 

Navigation Instrument Co., Inc. 
P. O. Box 7001, Heights Station 
Houston, Texas 

Newark Electric Co., Inc. 
242 West 55th Street 
New York 19, New York 

Radio Parts Distributing Company 
128 W. Olney Road 
Norfolk 10, Virginia 

Smith -Meeker Engineering Company 
125 Barclay Street 
New York 7, N. Y. 

Southern Electronic Company 
611 Boronne Street 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

Standard Arcturus Corporation 
99 Sussex Avenue 
Newark 4, New Jersey 

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. 
Emporium, Pennsylvania 

Technical Apparatus Company 
165 Washington Street 
Boston 8, Massachusetts 

Tobe Deutschmann Corporation 
863 Washington Street 
Canton, Massachusetts 

Tobe Deutschmann Corporation 
6919 San Fernando Rd. 
Glendale, California 

Tung -Sol Lamp Works, Inc. 
95 Eighth Avenue 
Newark 4, New Jersey 

W & H Aviation Corporatidn 
Municipal Airport 
Rochester 3, New York 

1113 
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Professional Service Directory 

oganihy E7' Rally 
1N ORGANIZATION OF 

Qualified Radio Engineers 
I)EDICATED TO TItE 

SERVICE OF BROADCASTING 

National Press Bldg., Washington, D. C. 

ANDREW CO. 
Consulting Radio Engineers 

363 EAST 75th STREET, CHICAGO 19 

Triangle 4400 

TELEPHONE BRIDGEPORT 5 -2055 

GARO W. RAY 
Consulting Radio Engineers 

991 Broad Street, Suite 9 -1 1 

Bridgeport 3, Conn. 

LABORATORY: Hilltop Drive 
Stratford, Conn. - Phone 7 -2465 

Instruments and Measurements 

_lhe 
ROBERT L. KAUFMAN 

ORGANIZATION 
Construction Supervision (FM -AM), 

Technical Maintenance, and Business Ser- 
vices for Radio Broadcast Stations. 

Munsey Building Washington 4, D. C. 
District 2292 

ERA 
COMPLETE Technical and 

Management 
Consulting Service 

Immediate FM and VHF 

Field Measurement Service Available 

Engineering Research Associates, Inc. 

Washington, D. C. Officer. 
1129 Vermont Av., N. W. 

Phone: EXecutive 4742 

Laboratories: 
St. Paul 4, Minnesota 

Phone: NEstor 9601 

THE WORKSHOP 
.ttiS///'1.1TEti 

INCORPORATED 

.ti!M eialists in 
High-Frequency Antennas 

66 Needham St., Newton Highlands, Mass. 

Bigelora 3330 

16 

RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE, Inc. 

Consulting engineers 

Wadio and electronics 

PAUL A. DEMARS, Associate 
1469 Church St., N. W., Washington 5, D. C. 

Decatur 1234 

RUSSELL P. MAY 
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 

1422 F Street, N. W. Wash. 4, D.C. 

Kellogg Building Republic 3984 

OUR 
18th 

Herbert L. Wilson 
YEAR Consulting 

Radio Engineers 

1018 Vermont Ave., N.W. NA. 7161 
Washington 5, D. C. 

1000 No. Seward St. HO. 6321 
Hollywood 38, Calif. 

CONSULTING 

RADIO ENGINEERS 

DIXIE B. MCKEY 

ASSOCIATES 

1730 CONNECTICUT AVE. N.W. 
WASHINGTON 9, D. C. ADAMS 3711 

ENGINEERING AND 

PATENT LIBRARIES 

Bound volumes No. 11 and 12 of 
FM AND TELEVISION for January to 
June, 1946, and July to December 
1946 are now being made up. Price, 
each, $5.50 plus 250 shipping charges. 

FREQUENCY MEASURING 
SER VICE 

Exact Measurements - at any time 

RCA COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 

64 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y. 

FRANK H. 

JffcINTOSH 

Consulting Radio Engineers 
710 14th St. N.W., Wash. 5, D. C. 

Ant ropolitan 4477 

Preliminary sur- 
veys,management 
and operational 
consulting service 
based on practi- 
cal experience 
with AM, FM and 
Facsimile. 

Phone: EXecutive 3929 

RADIO CONSULTANTS, Inc. 
1010 VERMONT AVE., WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

ANDERSON & 
MERRYMAN 

Consulting Radio Engineers 
715 American Bank Bldg. Tel. RAymond 0111 

New Orleans 12, Louisiana 
Suite 1726 -28, 33 W. 42nd St. Tel. Wis. 7-9391-2 

New York City 

Radio Engineering Consultants, 

Frequency Monitoring 

Commercial Radio Equip. Co. 
International Building Washington, D. C. 
603 Porter Building Kansas City, Mo. 

Custom -(/.quit 

SPEECH INPUT EQUIPMENT 

U. S. Recording Co. 
1121 Vermont Avenue 

Washington 5, D. C. 
District 1640 

RATES FOR 

PROFESSIONAL CARDS 
IN THIS DIRECTORY 

$10 Per Month for This Standard 
Space. Orders Are Accepted 

for 12 Insertions Only 

FM AND TELEVISION 



Professional Service Directory 

McNARY & WRATHALL 
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS 

* * 

983 National Press Bldg. DI. 1205 

Washington, D. C. 

FREQUENCY MEASURING 

SERVICE 

Highest Accuracy - Anytime 

STANDARD - MEASUREMENTS 
Division of RADIO ELECTRONICS, INC. 

Phone 2652 ENID, OKLAHOMA 

DALE POLLACK 
FREQUENCY MODULATION 

development and research 
transmitters, receivers 

communications systems 

352 Pequot Avenue New London, Conn. 
New London, 2 -4824 

GEORGE P. ADAIR 
Consulting Engineers 

Radio, Communications, Electronics 

1833 M St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. 

EXecutive 1230 

WATKINS 9-5310 

_4. garotte Co. 
Consulting Engineers 

MECHANICAL-RADIO-ELECTRONIC 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT & RESEARCH 

Development Specialists in Circuits, Part 
Lists, Models, Manufacturing Drawings. 

143 -143 W. 22ND STREET, NEW YORK 11 

WINFIELD SCOTT MCCACHREN 

AND ASSOCIATES 

Consulting Radio Engineers 

TELEVISION SPECIALISTS 

PHILADELPHIA: 

809B Windemere Ave. 
Drexel Hill, Pa. 
Sunset 2537 -W 

410 BOND BUILDING 

Washington, D. C. 

District 6923 

KEAR " KENNEDY 
Consulting Radio Engineers 

1703 K St. N.W. REpublic 1951 

Washington, D. C. 

NATHAN 
FM AM 

WILLIAMS 
Consulting Engineer 

20 Algoma Blvd. 

Phone: Bi'khawk 22 
Oshkosh, Wis. 

Consultant in Television 

MADISON CAWEIN 

30101/2 South Calhoun Street 

Ft. Wayne, Indiana 

Revised Semi- Annual Directory of 

U. S. COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

State Police 

County Police 

Municipal Police 

Covering Systems Operated by: 

Fire Departments 

Forestry Departments 

Public Utilities 

* FM AND TELEVISION for July will be a special 

Communications issue, and will include the Directory 

of U. S. Communications Systems, listing over 6,000 

fixed stations with 100,000 associated mobile units. 

* This invaluable information for communications 

engineers is available from no other source. Accuracy 

Taxicabs 

Railroads 

Trucks & Buses 

of the listings is assured through the cooperation of 

the FCC. 

* In addition, special articles on communications 

subjects will make this issue the most useful source of in- 

formation ever published in this field. BE SURE TO 

GET YOUR COPY! 

In the July issue of FM AND TELEVISION 

\ 
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...the ideal mike 

for all 

Broadcasters keep on buying more and more 
of these popular Western Electric Cardioids. 

That's because they deliver quality performance, are 
attractive in appearance, and offer six pick -up patterns 

... omni- directional, bi- directional, true cardioid 
and three modified cardioid patterns ... which 

enable you -to master 'most any pick -up assignment 
in AM, FM, or Television broadcasting. For all - 
around quality of pick -up- there's nothing better 

than a 639B Cardioid. For full information, get in 

touch with your local Graybar Broadcast 
Representative or write Graybar Electric Co., 

420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

Western 
Electric 

ú39B CARDIOID 

Performance... Appearance 
...Versatility 

18 

These six pick -up pot. 
terns are available with 

the 639B Microphone. 

il.,i[i/,,,}:../ 

á R 
`OfrICES IN 95 PRINCIPAL CITIES 

Quality Counts 
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FIG. 1. ONLY THIS UNIT IS NEEDED TO BROADCAST FACSIMILE FROM AN FM STATION 

FACSIMILE IS READY FOR HOME USE 

A Review of Facts Which Indicate the Basis for Setting 

Standards, and the Method for Launching Facsimile Service 

BY MILTON B. SLEEPER 

T 
HERE'S been no end of discussion 
about the technical status of facsimile 

and its possibilities as a new radio service 
and an advertising medium. In fact, 
there's been so much conversation that 
the fear has been expressed that facsimile 
is being talked to death. We have had a 

considerable number of articles about it in 

FM AND TELEVISION Magazine. I've done 
a lot of talking about it myself, not only 
with those who are engaged in developing 
the equipment, but with FM set manu- 
facturers and with newspaper and broad- 
cast station executives who are interested 
in home facsimile transmission. 

So I know about most of what's going 
on from all angles. Putting all the facts 
together, a bird's eye view of the situation 
looks something like this: 

Facsimile Is Ready * Technically, facsimile is 

ready to start as a commercial service for 
use in home and industry. All the kinks 
and tricks that make the difference be- 

tween special demonstrations and daily 
use are known and have been ironed out. 
Scanning equipment for FM broadcast 
station use is available at nominal cost. A 

complete installation, ready to plug into a 

115 -volt, 60 -cycle power supply and into 
the speech input of an FM transmitter, 

comes to less than $4,500. A rather elal 

rate installation, planned to meet all 

emergency requirements, costs under 
$6,500. Fig. 1 shows a unit that does the 
complete electrical job of scanning the 

copy and tra.nslat ing shades bet w een black 
and white into electrical impulses. 

As for the receiving end, recorders are 
in production. and are :Mailable at WO 
each. Also required i. an amplifier, costing 
$50 between the I: \I receiver and the 
recorder. baler. when set manufacturers 
build an additional circuit into receivers. 
the special amplifier will not be needed. 

Such a recorder is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
This very simple unit contains the motor 
and all the actuating Itn'eltlllI iII. \ \'hen a 
button On the top of the case is pushed, the 
cover flies up, and a me\t roll of paper can 
be inserted much nuire easily than is 
It able in an\ corresponding bathroom 
ti\t lire that has been invented so far. 

No Technical Difficulties * 'l'he best way to 
show the overall simplicity of facsimile 
transmission and reception is to use : 
personal experience as an Must rat ion. 

On Friday- afternoon. \l: Ili. I was at 
I larvey Radio. in ('anibridge. \lass.. tall. - 

ing to Frank Lyman about his F \I slat ion 
\VIXIIR, and the F('( "s proposed grants 
for Boston that would enable hint to start 
commercial l'' \I broadcasting. \\ e got 
onto the subject of programming. Then I 

dd him about the facsimile equipment I 

had seen in operation the day before at 
the .1ldeli Product plant Ili Brockton. 
some 311 miles away. 

Frank Lyman said : ' \\'luv not get the 
equipment over here so we can transmit 
from \ \'INIIII and tuft on a demonstra- 
tion tomorrow at tlic New England Con- 
ference of the I R l ;'' " 

I looked atniy'pa tell. It was after three 
o'clock. \ \'ell, if the equipment I had seen 
was as perfect and dependable as it had 
seemed to be. perhaps it could be set up in 

time. .1t east. I could tusk. It was after 
four when I reached \Iilton .\ lien. He 
said: "tiIM'. let's try it." We discussed the 

FIG. 2. THIS UNIT IS A COMPLETE 4'/2-IN. RECORDER. IT RUNS FROM ANY FM SET 



technical details. There was no problem at 
the transmitter. A receiver with a 600 -ohm 
output was needed, and that was available 
from Harvey Radio's laboratory. 

When we went to dinner at six -thirty, 
the Alden equipment had not arrived, but 
on our return, an hour and a half later, the 
scanner was ready to connect to the trans- 
mitter, and the receiver and recorder were 
set up at Hotel Continental, with a dipole 
faced toward W1 XHR. 

Promptly at nine, when the FM broad- 
cast program ended, the scanner was 
started. As soon as the level was adjusted, 
we phoned the Continental, where the 
IRE meeting was to be held next day, and 
learned that the facsimile recorder was 
working perfectly. 

Pretty simple, wasn't it? As a matter of 
fact, in all my years of seeing special 
demonstrations set up, and of setting up a 
few myself, I've never known one to click 
so perfectly. 

There's just a little more to this story. 
Early the next morning, some thirty 
companies set up their booths in the same 
room at the Continental Hotel, and 
plugged in all kinds of instruments and 
devices on the same line as that supplying 
the facsimile receiver. One big display, 
right near the receiver, carried Allied 
relays that clicked on and off all day long. 
By the time everything had been plugged 
in, the line fuses let go! Bigger and still 
bigger fuses were inserted, and finally 
held, but under those conditions there's 
no telling what voltage was being fed into 
the receiver. 

Despite the conditions of severe inter- 
ference and bad voltage regulation, only a 
little readjustment was necessary to get 
perfect facsimile performance. The equip- 
ment ran continuously all day, until eve- 
ning, when the show ended. What made 
this demonstration doubly impressive was 
the fact that the recorder was not one of 
the conventional models designed for 
home use, but an enormous bulletin -board 
type, shown in Fig. 3, which enlarges the 
copy to a width of 16 ins. 

All kinds of program material was used, 
ranging from news and advertising to an- 
nouncements of things taking place at the 
IRE meeting. The latter were phoned to 
W 1 XHR, and appeared a few minutes 
later on the bulletin -board recorder. 

With facsimile equipment so highly per- 
fected, what, if anything, is holding it up? 
Let's take a look at that angle: 

The Matter of Standards * Before facsimile can 
be broadcast on a commercial basis, uni- 
versal transmission standards must be set 
by the FCC. This is to assure the public 
that any make of home recorder will 
operate from signals transmitted by any 
FM station in the United States. 

Both the RMA and the RTPB have 
been working on the problem of arriving 
at standards to be submitted to the FCC. 
As we know from experience with the 
RTPB television and FM panels, the 

20 

establishment of standards is seldom ap- 
proached from the technical angle only. 
If that were so, agreements could be 
reached readily. 

Unfortunately, engineering considera- 
tions become involved with matters of 
company policy and strategy. This is true 
in the case of facsimile. So far, agreement 
has been reached on the following 
standards: 

1. Recording is to provide 105 lines per 
inch. 

FIG. 3. BULLETIN BOARD RECORDER 
GIVES 4 TIMES ENLARGEMENT 

2. The paper is to advance at 3.43 ins. 
per minute. 

And that is as far as the RMA and 
RTPB have gone. Remaining is the ques- 
tion of the paper width. There are other 
details to be settled, but the paper width 
is the controlling factor which has not 
been established. 

What Width Paper? * Let's forget company 
strategies and policies, and look at this 
matter from the purely practical ap- 
proach. The public has no convictions 
about the width' of recording. There's 
been a lot of discussion about recording 
width related to the width of newspaper 
columns. Probably not one reader in 
10,000 knows the width of a newspaper 

column,' and no one except the publishers 
and advertisers care how wide it is. So as 
far as the people who will buy the ma- 
chines are concerned, the exact width is a 
matter of secondary importance. But the 
public does want: 

1. Clear, readable type and illustra- 
tions as good, or preferably better, than 
in newspapers. 

2. A price for the recorder that is rea- 
sonably related to a good FM receiver. 

3. Operation from standard FM re- 
ceiver models. '¡ 

4. If possible, multiplex sound and fac- 
simile reception. 

As for the cost of paper, if the program 
material and quality of reception are ade- 
quate to create popular demand, paper 
cost will be a secondary consideration. 

While there is no specific requirement as 
to paper width, the width is directly re- 
lated to the cost of the recorder, and the 
audio frequency band required to operate 
the recorder. These are actually the fac- 
tors which give the answer to the paper 
width question. 

Discussions on this point in the RMA 
and RTPB have centered on recording 
width of 4.1 ins. and 8.2 ins. We know that 
a thoroughly practical 4.1 -in. recorder is 
available right now in commercial form, 
manufactured from production tools, jigs, 
and dies, for sale at $100. When the re- 
cording width is broadened to 8.2 ins., 
the cost of facsimile recorders is increased 
by a much higher ratio. In fact, 8.2 -in. 
recorders are currently priced at $685. 
That spread represents the difference be- 
tween a nation -wide demand and no de- 
mand at all! Presumably, both the 4.1- 
and the 8.2 -in. models can be reduced in 
price, but if the latter were cut by 50 %, 
it still could not be sold to the public. 

What the RMA -RTPB engineers and 
the strategists haven't considered is the 
fact that facsimile must compete with 
another new service, namely, television. 
If the price of home facsimile recorders is 
not substantially lower than 5 -in. televi- 
sion receivers, we can just hang facsimile 
on a peg, and forget it. 

Actually, what gives facsimile its great 
promise as a national service is the fact 
that 4.1 -in. home recorders can be pro- 
duced in quantities to retail under $100, 
with reasonable trade discounts. There is 
the starting point for arriving at the 
recording width on which standards can 
be set! 

The audio frequency band required to 
operate a recorder contributes some other 
design criteria. The keying frequency for 
facsimile transmission 4.1 ins. wide, with 
105 lines per inch and a paper feed of 3.43 
ins. per minute is 1,500 cycles. To repro- 
duce black and white type and line draw- 
ings, a sub -carrier frequency of 1.5 X 
1,500 cycles or 2,250 cycles is adequate. 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 64) 

i On an 8- column newspaper page, the column 
width is 2 ins., and on a 7- column page, the column 
width is 2% ins. 
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FIG. 1. CONSTRUCTION AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE HARVEY DOUBLE SUPERHETERODYNE FM RECEIVER. COVERING 85 TO 115 MC. 

HARVEY DOUBLE SUPERHETERODYNE FM RECEIVER 

A Straight FM Model with 1 Microvolt Sensitivity, and Full Fidelity Audio Characteristics 

BY BERNARD J. COSMAN AND ARTHUR W. RICHARDSON x 

IN THE later stages of the development 
of FM station W1XHR, during the fall 

and winter of 1945, a definite lack of 
receivers which could reproduce the sta- 
tion quality was encountered. We there- 
fore started the design of a receiver 
designated as model 193 -R. The final 
design has proved so satisfactory that it 
is being offered for sale as an FM station 
monitor, relay -link receiver, or for the 
discriminating home user. Two views of 
this receiver and the complete wiring dia- 
gram are presented here. 

The . ideal receiver, in our opinion, 
should incorporate 

1. Sensitivity: RMA quieting signal 
of 1 microvolt 
2. A high degree of oscillator stability 
3. A band width of 250 kc. 
4. Good limiter action 
5. Linear discriminator 
6. Squelch (Inter- channel receiver noise 
suppression) 
7. Accurate tuning mechanism 
8. Treble tone control adjustable in 
octaves and bass boost control to com- 
pensate for reproducer deficiencies or 
ear response 
9. Audio amplifier with a linear re- 

* Respectively Chief Engineer and Project En- 
gineer, Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc., Cambridge, 
Mass. 

spouse of 20 to 15,000 cycles. negligible 
harmonic response, and output im- 
pedance low enough to damp out shock 
vibration of the speaker (resonant 
hang -over) 

Sensitivity * In order to operate the lim- 
iters on the very weak field strengths 
prevailing, particularly when poor an- 
tennas are used, it is necessary to in- 
corporate sufficient gain to quiet the set 
on signals of about 1 microvolt. To accom- 
plish this at relatively high frequencies, a 
stage of RF amplification incorporating a 
956 tube feeding into a 6AK5 mixer is 
utilized. The output of the 9002 oscillator 
is condenser -coupled into the same grid 
of the mixer. The oscillator circuit is 

designed to track 10.7 mc. lower in fre- 
quency than the incoming signal at all 
points on the tuning condenser. This re- 
sults in a difference frequency of 10.7 mc. 
which is amplified by a 6AB7 tube coupled 
by wide -band IF transformers to a 6K8 
second mixer. Here it is mixed with the 
output of a crystal -controlled oscillator 
at 6.1 mc., and the difference frequency of 
4.6 me. passed on to another wide -band 
amplifier stage of similar design. The 
signal is then coupled to two limiter 
stages, using a 6SH7 and a 6AC7. The 
double superheterodyne principle is val- 
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liable in eliminating possibilities of re- 
generation which might exist in such a 
high -gain amplifier if all stages operated 
at the same frequency, and provides a 
high image- rejection factor on the one 
hand and good selectivity characteristics 
and gain on the other. 

Oscillator Stability * No compensating de- 
Vices for oscillator drift have been found 
necessary other than the use of regulated 
B supply voltage,. The use of high Q cir- 
cuits and high quality circuit components 
results in an oscillator which holds its 
frequency so closely that no drift is 
apparent after a short warm -up period. 

Bandwidth Considerations * One of the most 
important problems in the design of a 
high fidelity FM receiving system is that 
of choosing the proper bandwidth and 
transmission characteristics for the IF 
amplifier. This problem is one which , is 
frequently analyzed improperly or not 
well enough understood to afford a rea- 
sonable basis for design. There seems to 
be a great tendency for many engineers to 
consider only peak frequency deviations 
in an FM system, and to work out system 
bandwidths on this consideration alone. 
Theoretically, it is impossible to get 
perfect fidelity with any practical FM 
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FIG. 2. CIRCUIT DETAILS OF THE DOUBLE SUPERHETERODYNE AND THE SQUELCH ARE DISCLOSED HERE FOR THE FIRST TIME 

receiving or transmitting system because 
the nature of the intelligence -carrying 
side -band structure of a frequency -modu- 
lated wave is such that, in the limit, an 
infinite bandwidth is necessary. Practi- 
cally, however. it is possible to make a 
choice as to the fidelity limit of the receiv- 
ing system. and to set up bandwidth 
accordingly. In other words, the point 
must be determined at which the side - 
band structure of the received FM wave 
will be clipped, assuming that the energy 
thereby removed from the signal is con - 
sistant with the distortion limits pre- 
scribed for the overall system. 

'fable 1 may serve to illustrate the 
problem more clearly. This table demon- 
strates quantitatively how the side -band 
structure of an FM signal varies with the 
modulation index, or deviation ratio, 
which is the ratio audio of modulating fre- 
quency to peak frequency swing. In this 
case, an audio frequency of 15 kc. is con- 
sidered as the highest frequency to be de- 
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TABLE 1 

Relative strength of sideband frequencies expressed in percentage of the total output current (or voltage) for 
various values of modulation index 

Io 
Carrier 

I, I_ I3 I4 Is L1 I7 

Mod. 
Index 

0.1 99.75 4.99 
0.2 99.0 9.95 
0.3 97.76 14.83 
0.4 96.04 19.6 
0.5 93.85 24.23 3.1 
1.0 76.52 44.01 11.49 
2.0 22.39 57.67 35.28 
3.0 26.01 33.91 48.61 
4.0 39.71 6.6 36.41 
5.0 17.76 32.76 4.66 
6.0 15.06 27.67 24.29 

Percentage 
Sideband Current Strengths 

I Iy 

1.96 
12.89 
30.91 
43.02 
36.48 
11.48 

3.4 
13.2 
28.11 
39.12 
35.76 

4.3 
13.21 
26.11 
36.21 

1.14 
4.91 

13.1 
24.58 

, 

1.52 
5.34 

12.96 
1.84 
5.65 2.12 

tected. With an index of 5.0 (7.5 kc. devia- 
tion at the 15 kc. sinusoidal rate) the 8th 
sideband still has an amplitude equal to 
about 2% of the total signal intensity. 
The 8th sideband is, of course, removed 
120 kc. (8 x 15 kc.) from the carrier 
frequency. 

Thus, if the fidelity limits require the 
transmission of this sideband, it is obvious 

that the undistorted bandwidth should 
be at least 250 kc. This condition, how- 
ever, dictates that any over -modulation 
(peak swings greater that 75 kc.) will be 
subject to increasing fidelity deterioration 
due to the clipping of significant side - 
bands outside the 240 -kc. width. At this 
point, one realizes that there are many 
practical reasons for limiting the band- 
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width to 240 kc., aside from the basic 
considerations of signal -to -noise ratios. 

First, consider over -modulation. There 
are usually two different ways in which 
this occurs in non -limiting systems. 
Transient peaks due to high -level playing 
of percussion instruments, particularly 
the piano, wherein the audio complexity 
may be such as to give as much as a 30 db 
peak -to -rms sound- pressure ratio, cannot 
help but overload the receiver IF system 
seriously, by sideband clipping.. Distortion 
from this cause can never be eliminated, 
because it is probably physically impossi- 
ble to design a transmitting and receiving 
system with a good signal -to -noise ratio 
that still has enough dynamic range left 
to carry peaks 20 db above nominal 100% 
rms modulation level. Bandwidth, there- 
fore, makes very little difference in the 
receiving fidelity of this type of signal. 

Sustained levels of over -modulation are 
often caused by musical blasts from jazz 
band wind instruments, with considerable 
energy in the pre- emphasized portion of 

the audio range. Even though a \ I meter 
may register only 100% rms modulation 
level, the audio complexity still may be as 
high as 10 db in peak -to -rms ratio. Al- 
though any well- designed FM transmitter 
can handle this type of signal without 
serious distortion, the effect of insufficient 
band acceptance in the receiver is im- 
mediately noticeable. The actual FM 
modulation index for this type of audio 
signal is too complicated to analyze 
easily, but one may draw a number of 
significant conclusions from steady -state 
conditions at the lower and middle regis- 
ter audio tones. 

For example, if 75 kc. deviation is ob- 
tained with a 750 -cycle note, the modula- 
tion index is 100. Bessel function calcula- 
tion for these large indices indicate that 
although the number of sidebands be- 
comes larger as the frequency is lowered, 
very few important sidebands extend 
beyond the 150 -kc. bandwidth point for 
very low frequencies. A system 240 kc. 
wide would, therefore, easily allow for 
150% modulation for low frequencies, 
whereas a 150 -kc. system allows for no 
overload. Under the sustained over - 
modulation condition mentioned above, 
the sideband structure may well extend 
to a width of 250 kc. for an rms swing of 
75 kc. It is here that the 150 -kc. system 
is entirely inadequate, and at least a 
240 -kc. pass -band is necessary, quite 
apart from any consideration of the gen- 
eral requirement of 240 -kc. bandwidth 
normally based on a modulation index of 
5.0 for a 15 -kc. audio signal. 

Table 1 shows that a bandwidth of 150 
kc. for an index of 5.0 cuts off three side - 
bands where amplitudes are above or 
nearly 2% of the total signal level, these 
levels being 13.1, 5.34, and 1.84 %. If even 
momentarily the index increased 6.0, 
about 29% of the sideband structure is 

clipped off and is thereby lost to the in- 
telligence of the signal. This can be found 
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meredI% by averaging according to the fol- 
lowing relation: 

\/(24.58)2 + (12.96)2 + (5.65)2 -I- (2.12)2 
. . . . = 28.6% 

It does not follow that this represents 
the actual distortion in the transmission, 
because other factors must be taken into 
consideration, the most important of 
which is the linearity of the phase -shift 
characteristic in the pass -band of the IF 
system. In order for a high -fidelity signal 
to be recovered from the IF channel, all 
the sidebands of the signal must be 
transmitted without changes in amplitude 
(clipping) or phase. Therefore, it is essen- 
tial that, in addition to proper bandwidth, 
the IF structure should be such as to 
mostly nearly yield a linear phase charac- 
teristic. Since, with simple tuned coupled 
circuits, it is impossible to change the 
attenuation curve without changing the 
phase curve, the most satisfactory IF 
amplifier is one which is critically coupled 
(slightly overcoupled is near enough), and 
having a very symmetrical attenuation 
characteristic of adequate bandwidth. It 
turns out that it is possible to increase 
fidelity only at the éxpense of signal -to- 
noise ratio if bandwidths greater than '240 

kc. are used. 

Limiter Action * The use of two limiter 
stages in cascade results in excellent 
limiter action when the proper time con- 
stants are chosen for the associated cir- 
cuits. In our factory at Cambridge, which 
is a perfect bedlam of electrical inter- 
ference of all sorts, quieting signals from 
the Yankee Network Station at Paxton 
are readily received with a piece of wire 
about 2 ft. long for an antenna. 

Linear Discriminator * The discriminator is 
a semi -conventional Foster -Seeley type, 
with coupling and constants carefully 
chosen for linear response across the 
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FIG. 3. A FEATURE OF THIS FM RECEIVER IS THE RUGGED TUNING CONDENSER AND THE MASSIVE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

pu ss_ I c;uul. Precise alignment of this as well 
as the overcouplccl IF stages is insured by 
the use of the Harvey Visalgen.1 

Squelch * Because the inter -station noise 
of a high -gain F11 receiver is rather an- 
noying, a squelch circuit is incorporated, 
wing the principles proved out in the 
Harvey 11odel 501 emergency communi- 
cat ion receiver. As this may be unfamiliar 
to readers not acquainted with police 
radio equipment, a short description of 
the action will be given. 

When no signal is being received, as 
when the set is tuned between stations, 
noise voltage appears at the discriminator 
output. Referring to the schematic. Fig. 2, 
high frequency components of this noise 
are fed into the grid of a noise amplifier 
VIO. The output circuit of this tube is a 
tuned band -pass transformer '1'7, Avhich 

passes noise frequencies above the usable 
audio spectrum through coupling con- 
denser C55 to the cathode of a noise 
rectifier VII. The noise frequencies pro- 
duce a positive voltage at point A of a T 
network comprising R36, R38, and R26. 
A small negative voltage is also produced 
by the rectifying action of the grid cath- 
ode circuit of limiter tube V'8, which is 
applied to the opposite end of the T, at 
Point B. The resultant of these two volt- 
ages, which is positive when no carrier is 
being received, is applied through the leg 
of the T to the control half of the V12, 
point C. This grid is then biased so that 
the tube draws current and the plate volt- 
age becomes less positive due to the drop 

1 See " How to Align FM Receivers" by Bernard J. 
('Osman, FM AND TELEVISION, July, 1946 and "Data 
on the Browning FM -AM Tuner" by F. A. Spindell, 
FM AND TELEVISION, February, 1947. 
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across R43. The grid of the amplifier 
section of V12, connected to the plate of 
the control half through a resistor R39, 
becomes sufficiently negative with respect 
to its cathode to curt oft plate current, and 
the amplifier is squelched. 

When a carrier is received, the negative 
voltage derived from the rectified grid 
current of V8 becomes large and, since 
there is no high frequency noise voltage 
due to the quieting action of the signal on 
flic limiters, the posit IV(' voltage on the T 
network drops out, the bias on the control 
tube becomes predominantly negative, 
and the o I be cuts off. Its plate voltage 
becomes fully positive, therefore, and the 
grid of the amplifier section is correspond- 
ingly raised from cutoff to Class A opera- 
tion. This results in a fast -action squelch. 

Tuning Mechanism * A 9 -in. edge -lighted 
plastic dial is used to give sufficient band 
spread. There is a choice of either 5 -to -1 

or 15 -to -1 stepdown for either fast or slow 
tuning. A zero -center, 50- microampere 
meter mounted behind a window in the 
dial furnishes a means of tuning accu- 
rately to the center of the signal. 

Tone Control * Two 5- position tone controls 
are incorporated. The treble control is so 
designed that each step cuts off an octave 
from the high frequency response. The bass 
control gives two settings of bass below 
normal and two above and, since the audio 
amplifier responds to frequencies below 20 
cycles, the control is very effective. 

Audio Response * The audio amplifier is a 
conventional resistance -coupled amplifier 
with phase inverter and push -pull output 

circuit. Careful design has resulted in a 
frequency response which is flat well be- 
yond the limits of any available repro- 
ducer. When used with an output trans- 
former of such excellence as the U.T.C. 
LS -52, the push -pull 6V6 -GT output 
tubes furnish ample power, and the overall 
gain is sufficient to allow the use of heavy 
degenerative feedback, the benefits of 
which are well known. Measurement of 
transient response of the audio system 
feeding a speaker load has indicated that 
pentodes, when used with a high -quality 
output transformer and proper feedback 
characteristics, can equal in performance 
amplifiers using low impedance triodes 
because, in the last analysis, the output 
impedance of the pentode circuit is greatly 
reduced, and the equivalent output cir- 
cuits become identical. The other advan- 
tages of using pentodes are obvious, and 
they afford a very compact power amplifier 
system. 

Components * Consistent with the general 
technical features of the set, only highest 
quality components have been specified. 
For example, the 3 -gang tuning condenser 
is massively constructed of silver -plated 
brass in such a manner as to eliminate 
microphonics in the oscillator stage and 
rotor -contact resistance troubles, and to 
counteract common impedance coupling 
due to cross -currents in the rotor shaft. 
The entire RF amplifier, oscillator, and 
mixer stages are effectively mounted 
directly on the condenser chassis, so that 
the unit is essentially an RF head which 
bolts to the main chassis. Polystyrene has 
been used to insulate the stators, and 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 51) 
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STATION WWV, LOCATED NEAR WASHINGTON. D. C.. AND OPERATED BY THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS ON A 24 -HOUR SCHEDULE 

WWV STANDARD FREQUENCY BROADCASTS 

How the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards 

Makes Primary Frequency Standards Available to the Radio Industry 

HE progress of the radio industry in 

I the use of high frequencies, and the 
crowding of more and more services into 
the various bands has increased the need 
for and the use of extremely accurate 
frequency -measuring equipment. And as 
tolerances have been steadily decreased, 
calibrating means of an extremely high 
order of accuracy have become an essen- 
tial facility in factories, laboratories, and 
field installations. 

Radio station WWV, operated by the 
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of 

the National Bureau of Standards, at 
Washington, D. C., provides primary fre- 
quency standards for calibration and 
measurement purposes by the transmis- 
sion of eight radio frequencies. These are: 
2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 mc. Seven 
or more transmitters are on the air at 
all times, day and night. This insures re- 
liable coverage of the United States, and 
extensive coverage of other parts of the 
world. 

The accompanying photographs show 
some of the details of the installation at 
WWV. The basic component of all the 
services, with the exception of the radio 

*Chief, High -Frequency Standards Section, Cen- 
tral Radio Propagation Laboratory, National Bureau 
of Standards, Washington, D. C. 

BY W. W. GEORGE 

propagation disturbance warnings, is a 
quartz crystal unit with a series -resonance 
frequency of approximately 100,000 cy- 
cles per second. Using vacuum -tube cir- 
cuits, the crystal oscillates continuously, 
and the resulting frequency is multiplied 
and divided to give the appropriate fre- 
quencies for the five services. Three 
separate crystal units and associated ap- 
paratus are maintained at the station. 
As the entire service depends upon the 
maintenance of constant frequency, the 
crystal units are sealed in painstakingly 
insulated boxes and kept in a vault ap- 
proximately 25 ft. below the surface of 
the earth, under conditions of constant 
temperature and humidity. 

The national standard of frequency, of 
which the National Bureau of Standards is 

the custodian, is fundamental to much of 

the work in radio, electronics, and acous- 
tics, and in other fields where measure- 
ments require accurate frequencies. 
Any desired frequency, including those 
throughout the microwave region, can 
be precisely measured, by reference to the 
standards 'broadcast by the station, with 
the aid of one or more auxiliary oscilla- 
tors, harmonic generators, and radio 
receivers. The accuracy of each of the 
transmitted radio and audio frequencies 
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is better than 1 part in 50 million. All the 
transmitters operate with vertical, non - 
directional antennas. 

The services provided by WW1' trans- 
missions are: 1) standard radio frequen- 
cies, 2) time announcements, 3) standard 
time intervals, 4) standard audio fre- 
quencies, 5) standard musical pitch, 440 
cycles per second, corresponding to A 

above middle C, 6) radio propagation dis- 
turbance warning notices. All of the 
frequencies are useful for field- intensity 
recording by persons interested in studies 
of radio propagation. The four highest 
frequencies are broadcast particularly 
for this purpose. The radio frequencies 
and other data are: 

Mc. 

2.5 
5 

5 

EST 
7:00 P.M. to 9:00 A.M. 

7:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. 

7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 

Output 
Kw. :1F 

1. 440 cycles 
10. 440 
10. 440 and 4001) 

10 continuously 10. 440 and 4000 
15 continuously 10. 440 and 4000 

20 continuously 0.1 440 and 4000 

25 continuously 0.1 4-40 and 4000 
30 continuously 0.1 440 
35 continuously 0.1 440 

The station call letters and other an- 
nouncements in voice are 
hour and half hour. 

given each 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF STATION WWV, SHOWING FOUR OF THE TRANSMITTERS FOR BROADCASTING PRIMARY -STANDARD FREQUENCIES 

Time Announcements * The audio frequen- 
cies are interrupted precisely on the hour 
and each 5 minutes thereafter. Following 
an interval of precisely 1 minute, they 
are resumed. 

The beginnings of the periods, when 
the audio frequencies are interrupted, 
are in agreement with the basic time serv- 
ice of the U. S. Naval Observatory, so that 
they mark accurately the hour and the 
successive 5- minute periods. 

Eastern standard time is announced in 
telegraphic code each 5 minutes. This pro- 
vides a quick reference to correct time 
where a timepiece may be in error by a 
fey minutes. The (I- to 24 -hour system is 
ttsecl, starting with 0000 at midnight. 
The first two figures give the hour and 

the last two figures give the number of 
minutes past the hour. For example, at 
4:55 P.M., or 1655 EST, four figures (1, 6, 
.5, and 5) are broadcast in code. The time 
announcement refers to the start of an 
announcement interval, i.e., when the 
audio frequencies are interrupted. It oc- 
curs immediately after the beginning 
of each .5-minute interval. At the hour 
and half -hour it is followed by the station 
announcement in voice. 

Standard Time Intervals * There is on each 
carrier frequency a pulse of 0.005 second 
duration which occurs at intérvals of pre- 
cisely 1 second. The pulse consists of 5 
cycles, each of 0.001 s ̂ cond duration, 
and is heard as a faint tick when listening 

to the broadcast; it proyides a useful 
standard time interval, for purposes of 
physical measurements, and for quick 
and accurate measurement or calibration 
of timing devices and very low frequency 
oscillators. It can be used as an accurate 
time signal. On the 59th second of every 
minute, the pulse is omitted. The 1- 
minute, 4- minute, and 5- minute intervals, 
synchronized with the seconds pulses, are 
marked by the beginning or ending of 
the periods when the audio frequencies 
are off. 

A time interval of 1 second marked 
by the pulse is accurate, as transmitted, 
to 1 microsecond (0.000001 second). An 
interval of Q minutes or more is accurate 
to 1 part in 50,000,000. 

CLOSE -UP OF ONE OF WWV'S TRANSMITTERS THE RF STAGE IS AT THE LEFT, WITH THE AF AMPLIFIER IN THE CENTER SECTION 



 The 1- minute interval is provided in 
órder to give time and station announce- 
ments, and to afford an interval for the 
checking of radio -frequency measure- 
ments free from the presence of the audio 
frequencies. 

Standard Audio Frequencies * Two standard 
audio frequencies, 440 cycles per second 
and 4,000 cycles per second, are broad- 
cast. They are given on radio carrier fre- 
quencies, as shown in the table. 

The two standard audio frequencies are 
useful for accurate measurement or cali- 
bration of instruments operating in the 
audio or supersonic regions of the fre- 
quency spectrum. They may also be used 
for accurate measurement of short time 
intervals. 

The accuracy of the audio frequencies, 
as transmitted, is better than a part in 
50,000,000. Transmission effects in the 
medium (Doppler effect, etc.) may result 
at times in slight fluctuations in the 
audio frequencies as received. The aver- 
age frequency received is, however, as 
accurate as that transmitted. 

Standard Musical Pitch * The frequency of 
440 cycles per second is the standard 
musical pitch, A above middle C. It is 
broadcast for 4 minutes and interrupted 
for 1 minute. This sequence is repeated 
continuously on each of the radio carrier 
frequencies. This service is useful to mu- 
sicians and those concerned with the 
manufacture or maintenance of musical 
instruments. Since 1925, the standard in 
the music industry of the U. S. has been 
440 cycles. 

Radio Propagation Disturbance Warning Notice * 
A warning of radio propagation conditions 
is broadcast in code on each of the stand- 
ard radio carrier frequencies at twenty 
and fifty minutes past the hour. If a 
warning is in effect. a series of W's, in 
the telegraphic code, follow the time 
announcement; if no warning is in effect, 
a series of N's follows the time announce- 
ment. 

A warning means that radio propaga- 
tion disturbance is anticipated within 12 
hours, or is in progress, with its most 
severe effects on radio transmission paths 
crossing the North Atlantic; i.e., those 
paths for which the control points of 
transmission lie in or near the northern 
auroral zone. Radio propagation disturb- 
ance is characterized by low intensities, 
accompanied by flutter or rapid fading 
on the normal frequencies used at the 
different times of the day, or by complete 
blackout of signals. By shifting to lower - 
than- normal frequencies for that time 
of day, it may be possible to get signals 
through, although with lower- than -nor- 
mal intensity. Owing to increased auroral - 
zone absorption during the disturbance, 
however, it may be impossible to have 
usable transmission on any high fre- 
quency. Also, during a period of radio 

propagation disturbance, direction -finder 
observations may be unreliable. 

If no warning is in effect, satisfactory 
transmission should be possible on the 
normal frequencies. 

The usual daily time for changing the 
announced warning is 2100 GMT (4 P.M., 
EST). The warning is, however, issued at 
any hour when disturbance becomes 
noticeable or anticipated. The announce- 
ment is returned to normal whenever con- 
ditions seem quiet. Thus any time a radio 
operator questions reception on North 
Atlantic paths, it would be advisable to 
check with the WWV announcement to 
see whether conditions are considered by 
the Bureau sufficiently disturbed to make 
a warning desirable. 

Some one of the frequencies of WWV 
should be receivable at every location in 
the United States. Only during very 
severe storms would reception of WWV 
within the continental United States be 
difficult. For some Canadian or other 
users for whom the transmission path 
from WWV enters into or near the north- 
ern auroral zone, it may be impossible to 
receive any of the WWV frequencies at 
usable intensities during even moderate 
storms. It is probable, if no WWV fre- 
quency can be heard at hours when nor- 
mally audible, that a warning is in effect. 

The use of WWV for issuing the Bu- 
reau's North Atlantic radio disturbance 
warning makes the service available to 
all users of high- frequency receivers. The 
service should be of use in explaining or 
anticipating radio propagation conditions 
existing over North Atlantic States during 
severe radio propagation disturbances. 

The radio disturbance warning does not 
apply to sudden ionospheric disturbances, 
which are unpredictable. These occur only 
at times when at least part of the trans- 
mission path is in sunlight. This type of 
disturbance is characterized by the re- 
ceived intensity dropping to zero, very 
rapidly, usually within a minute or so, 
and remaining out from a few minutes to 
two hours. The effect is greater on the 
lower high frequencies, and on paths close 
to the equator or whose control points 
are close to noon. Usually the only trans- 
mission possible during a sudden iono- 
sphere disturbance is by VLF or by ground 
waves over short paths. The use of the 
highest frequency available, as long as it 
is below the maximum usable frequency 
for the path in question, may shorten the 
duration of the fadeout. During the next 
few years, while approaching sunspot 
maximum, these sudden ionosphere dis- 
turbances will increase in intensity and 
frequency of occurrence. They are caused 
by eruptions on the sun, more of which 
are observed during the years around sun- 
spot maximum. 

(CONCLUDED ON PAGE 44) 
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SPOT NEWS NOTES 
Cheap FM Sets: "A cheap FM set would be, 
in our opinion, a mistake at the present 
tune. Any such set would necessarily, with 
today's knowledge, be low in sensitivity 
and have poor selectivity in relation to the 
established standards of A1\I. Such per- 
formance would do irreparable harm to 
F1\I before it had a chance to prove itself 
as a service." - from the RMA -FMA 
liaison Committee report submitted by 
Ben Abrams. Emerson; H. C. Bonfig, 
Zenith; L. F. Hardy, Philco; E. A. Nicho- 
las, Farnsworth; S. Y. Taylor, W. E.; 
R. C. Cosgrove, Crosley. 

1948 IRE Show: Annual New York City 
,nference and engineering show will be 

11,1d at the Grand Central Palace on 
Alarch 22Jtd through the 25th. For exhibit 
information, address William C. Copp, 
exhibits manager; 303 W. 42nd Street, 
\ , \v York 18. 

Waltham Mass.: New Conunercial products 
division bas been set up by Raytheon, to 
handle broadcast equipment and indus- 
trial tube -operated devices. Frank S. 
Horning is sales manager of t he new divi- 
sion, with William A. Gray assistant, John 
H. Beedle production manager, David I). 
Coffin chief engineer, and Everett G. 
Fraint engineer in charge of speech input 
and microwave applications, installation, 
and service. Ben Fariner and Warren Coz- 
zens will handle mice -west sales from 7475 
N. Rogers Avenue, Chicago. 

Chicago Television: An order for television 
equipment totalling over $225,(1(O has 
been placed with G.E. by \\'GN, Inc. 
Using a 5 -kw. transmitter and an antenna 
on the 'Tribune 'lower, effective radiated 
power will be 18.5 kw. It is estimated that 
service will be provided over a radius of 
45 miles. Carl J. Meyers is director of en- 
gineering for WGN. 

Labor Problem: Sosthenes Belm, president 
of IT & 'I', discussing labor troubles at 
Federal's New Jersey plants: " The UE \V 
definitely is out to run our factory, and we 
don't intend to let them do it. They are 
very good people, but they have very poor 
leadership." Which reminds us that when 
James Carey, now CIO secretary, and 
Julius Emspack, the Brow of I'EW, lived 
together on West 24th Street, the only 
reading material we ever saw in their apart- 
ment was a set of volumes on the life and 
works of one of the Russian revolution- 
aries. As we remember it, it was Lenin. 

James D. McLean: Has resigned as man- 
ager of transmitter sales for G.E. to be- 
come commercial manager of Philco tele- 
vision station WY'l'Z. 
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Items and comments, personal and other- 
wise, about manufacturing, broadcasting, 
communications, and television activities 

Quick, Henry, the Flit: FM listeners in 
Omaha have been puzzled over hearing 
crickets chirping in their radios. They 
know the answer at KOAD, however. The 
crickets are in the molding around one of 
the studio walls, and efforts to dislodge 
them have been only partly successful. 

IMSA Meeting: Annual convention will be 
held September 29 to October 2 in the 
Patlind Hotel, Grand Rapids, Mich. Dis-, 
cussions will cover traffic, fire, and police 
signals, and radio communications. For 
details on the convention and exhibits, 
write Irvin Sclntlsinger, S E. 41st Street, 
New York 17. 

AM WITH FM QUALITY? 
THE failure of many AM broadcasters to 
grasp the fundamental principles and ad- 

vantages of Frequency Modulation, and the 
significance of FM as a means of providing 
improved service to radio listeners is 
highlighted by a 6- column San Francisco 
newspaper advertisement in which KYA 
claims to deliver AM programs with "FM 
Quality." 

KYA doesn't leave itself a leg to stand on 
in making this claim, for the whole advertise- 
ment features almost continuous recorded 
programs from 5:30 A.M. to midnight. 
Goodness knows, not even FM stations can 
put out anything that sounds like high fidelity 
from such program material as that! 

San Francisco: KLBS -FM demonstration 
week was marked by big -space newspaper 
advertising on Philco FM receivers. 
Principal participants were Sherman 
Clay, Longs, Offenbach's, and distributor 
Thompson & Holmes. Special programs 
for store demonstrations were so success- 
ful in selling -sets that KJBS -FM agreed 
to continue the plan for a second week. 

New FCC Rules: A new Industrial, Heating, 
Scientific, and Medical Services Section 
has been established in the Emergency 
and Miscellaneous Division of the FCC's 
Engineering Department to administer 
new rules and regulations concerning dia- 
thermy and industrial tube- operated heat- 
ing equipment. Equipment now in use, or 
manufactured prior to July 1, 1947 will 
be exempt from the new rules for 5 years, 
provided no serious interference is caused 
to an authorized radio service. Electric 
signs, window displays, garage door - 
openers, and model airplanes will fall 
within the scope of the rules. Type ap- 
provals will be issued on new devices after 
approval by the FCC Laboratory Divi- 
sion. 

Name Change: Effective May 15th, the Gal- 
vin Manufacturing Corporation name 
was changed to Motorola Inc. Action was 
approved by the stockholder on that date. 

Philip G. Caldwell: Appointed manager of 
sales of the G. E. transmitter division, 
succeeding James D. McLean. Caldwell 
has been with G. E. since 1932. In 1944 he 
was named sales manager of marine and 
aircraft radio equipment, and in 1946, 
sales manager of television equipment. He 
will make his headquarters at Syracuse. 

Tone Preference Tests: Tests conducted by 
Dr. Harry F. Olson at RCA's acoustics 
research laboratories show results which 
differ sharply from conclusions reached 
by CBS and Western Electric engineers. 
Dr. Olson used acoustic treatment which 
simulated living room conditions, with a 
partition capable of cutting off all fre- 
quencies above 5,000 cycles. Music was 
supplied by musicians, not transcriptions. 
Of the listeners between 30 and 40 years - 
of age, 75% preferred the full frequency 
range, but this choice was expressed by 
only 59% of the listeners between 14 and 
20. "Listeners in the latter age group," 
Dr. Olson stated, "are probably influ- 
enced by listening to radios, phonographs, 
and juke boxes rather than orchestras 
and are, therefore, conditioned to a re- 
stricted frequency range." 

Height -of- Something -or- Other: New AC -DC 
AM receiver weighing 3% lbs. in a plastic 
case is being featured in national advertis- 
ing under the headline: "Console per- 
formance in a Jewel Case." We can't ar- 
gue the point, though, because our big 
Webster's Dictionary doesn't give an ap- 
plicable definition of "console ". 

Microwaves for Costa Rica: Compania Radio - 
grafica Internacional de Costa Rica, an 
affiliate of Tropical Radio, is installing 
Raytheon 4,000 -mc. equipment for com- 
munication between San Jose and Las 
Pavas. Telegraph and telephone channels 
will be multiplexed. 

Philip I. Merryman: Manager of NBC's plan- 
ning and development division has re- 
signed to form a new consulting firm in 
partnership with H. V. Anderson of New 
Orleans. Mr. Merryman has been retained 
by NBC as a consultant. The new firm 
has offices in New York and New Orleans, 
and a laboratory in Baton Rouge. In 
Washington, the firm is represented by 
Chambers and Garrison. 

KKLA: FM station owned and operated by 
Angelus Temple of Los Angeles has been 
granted a power increase to 58 kw. effec- 
tive radiated power. Transmitter will be 
a 10 -kw. Collins unit. 

Oliver J. Greenway: Works manager of In- 
ternational Resistance Company since 
1944, has been appointed a vice president 
of the Company. 
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NEWS PICTURE 
TILE 3,000 -mc. dish on this water 

tower is part of an experimental 
microwave system now being tested by 
Motorola in conjunction with the Grey- 
hound Corpóration for service between 
Chicago and Lombard, 19 miles to the west. 

Plan is to extend the present FM sys- 
tem by which buses nearing Chicago re- 
port to the main office. In this new in- 

stallation, signals from the buses are 
picked up on 43.34 mc. at Lombard and 
fed into the microwave transmitter. The 
dish illustrated above is directed toward 
a receiving installation on the Chicago 
Board of Trade Building. In this way, the 
bus -to- headquarters range is greatly ex- 
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tended, and no telephone lines are needed 
between Lombard and Chicago. 

This is another example of the expand- 
ing use of microwaves for point -to -point 
service. The equipment is simple, inex- 
pensive, and requires very little main- 
tenance, representing a highly satisfac- 
tory substitute for land lines, at a great 
saving in expense for one -way or two -way 
communications. 
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GOVERNMENT VS. COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS 
New York Gateway Decision Is Warning to Commercial Systems Against Government Encroachment 

BY JEREMIAH COURTNEY * 

THE Federal Trade Commission has re- 
cently published a report 1 which views 

with alarm the " sharp upward sweep'' in 
the merger of business firms, and particu- 
larly the acquisitions that llave taken 
place in several of the traditionally "small 
business" fields. Llferentially at least, 
bigness, in and of itself, is condemned in 
private business. 

But how does our biggest business oper- 
ate? Has anyone ever even heard of a 
Government agency whose history has not 
been one of constant expansion of its 
.jurisdiction, its interests and activities? 
Looking just at the radio field for the 
moment. why are all the taxis of the coun- 
try presently confined in frequency use to 
a single pair of frequencies that even with 
FM equipment can accommodate satisfac- 
torily no more than 100 cabs in any one 
area? Why is the Bell System's FM urban 
inobile service limited to three pairs of 
frequencies when it needs 300 in the New 
York City area alone, according to a 
petition filed recently with the Federal 
Communications Connnission by the 
American Telephone & Telegraph Com- 
pany? Why are the police, the railroads, 
the utilities, and many other FM safety 
radio services required to assay the shar- 
ing of unused television channels for their 
legitimate needs when no one, not even 
t he Commission, can predict whether or 
not such sharing will destroy both the 
television service and the sharing safety 
service? 

'l'he answer to all these questions is not 
hard to find. Look at the frequency spec- 
trum. One -half of it bears the label 
"Government". 'While every private 
business has to justify its frequency 
needs to the FCC, the spectrum's biggest 
user does not. Worse yet, the Govern- 
ment has encroached on frequencies 
Which the Commission has set aside for 
non -government use. And, having once 
latched on to the industry frequencies, it 
has strenuously resisted every effort of 
the industry affected to regain them. 

The importance of limiting the Govern- 
ment's peace -time frequency allocations 
to i ts demonstrated needs, and of vigi- 

* Courtney, Krieger :uul ,Jorgensen, 1707 H St. 
N. \W.. Washington, D. C. Editor's Note: Jeremiah 
Courtney was formerly Assistant General Counsel of 
the F('(', in charge of Safety Services. He acted as 
FCC Counsel in the New York gateway case and in 
the 1945 Pan-American proceedings for the use of 
additional frequencies in the Caribbean Sea. In July, 
19.46 he resigned from the FCC to enter private law 
practice. 

' "Present Trend of Corporate Mergers and Acquisi- 
tions" available from the Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C. 
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lantly preventing any encroachment upon 
industry frequencies is illustrated by the 
experience of the aviation industry, whose 
frequencies the Civil Aeronautics Admin- 
istration began to use during the war. 

Background Information * Whether interna- 
tional aviation communications of an 
operational nature shall be privately or 
governmentally handled remains an open 
question, though the applications filed 
by Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (ARINC) for 
new aeronautical radio facilities at New 
York for the purpose of settling that ques- 
tion were acted upon early this year by 
the Federal Communications Commission. 

The background of that hearing is not 
without interest to all radio services. 
Before the war, Pan -American Airways 
was the sole certificated trans -Atlantic 
commercial airline operator. In June of 
1945, however, certificates authorizing 
extensive trans -Atlantic operations were 
granted for a period of seven years to 
American Export Airlines (which had 
previously had only a temporary certifi- 
cate) and Transcontinental and Western 
Air, as well as Pan- American. 

American Airlines (which acquired 
control of American Export in 1945 and 
whose naine was then changed to Ameri- 
can Overseas Airlines) and TWA had 
been obtaining their air -ground -air com- 
munications services in domestic opera- 
tions from ARINC, the communications 
organization formed by U.S. air lines to 
coördinate and conserve frequency -use by 
all airlines throughout the country. The 
expansion of international air commerce 
and the entry of the domestic operators 
into the international field made it desir- 
able, in the judgment of American Air- 
lines and TWA (Pan -American took a 
neutral position) for ARINC to render the 
same communications services interna- 
tionally that it was rendering domesti- 
cally. 

Government vs. Industry * ARINC accord- 
ingly filed applications with the FCC for 
the necessary facilities to serve aircraft 
flying the Europe -North America route. 
Although the ARINC applications re- 
quested only frequencies which were 
available for the use proposed under the 
FCC's Rules and international treaty, 
the applications were designated for hear- 
ing because the frequencies requested were 
almost all then authorized to the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration, which op- 
posed the grant of ARINC applications! 

It is interesting to note, too, how these 

frequencies became authorized to the 
CAA. The first radio station facilities 
serving aircraft flying the Europe -North 
America route were constructed by Pan - 
American under FCC authorizations is- 
sued in 1936. Pan -American's first survey 
flights were made in 1937, and commercial 
service was established in 1939. From that 
time until June 1941, Pan -American fur- 
nished all the required communications 
services for its trans -Atlantic operations 
from its own station. In June 1941, the 
CAA station at New York took, over the 
functions previously performed by the 
Pan -American station there, whose opera- 
tions were then discontinued. 

In that way, the CAA acquired the New 
York frequencies previously authorized 
for non -government use. During the war 
period, CAA took over the services of 
other Pan- American stations at San Fran- 
cisco in 1941, Miami in 1944, and Seattle 
in 1945. The proposal, in all those three 
cases, as well as in the New York case, 
originated with the CAA. In 1943, the 
CAA built a station in New Orleans, prior 
to any Pan -American operations out of 
that port, so that by 1946 the CAA was 
operating five aeronautical stations serv- 
ing international flights. 

Test Case * At that juncture, ARINC be- 
gan its test case to recover from the CAA 
the frequencies at New York necessary to 
service aircraft flying the Europe -North 
America route. The question presented by 
the ARINC, applications was whether it 
would be in the public interest for the 
Commission to authorize industry opera- 
tion at a particular international gateway 
of radio facilities serving aircraft flying 
the Europe -North America route, when a 
government agency was presently render- 
ing and prepared to render this type of 
service at that gateway. It should be noted 
that ARINC had not asked for any fre- 
quencies for the regulation of air traffic, 
for radio aids, or for the collection and 
distribution of meteorological information 
(all of which the applicant regarded as 
proper governmental functions), but had 
confirmed its frequency requests to those 
that would be used only for company - 
type operational communications such as 
messages affecting the control, movement, 
and disposition of the company -owned 
planes in flight. 

The public hearings on ARINC's New 
York application lasted three days - 
January 7, 8, and February 25, 1946 but 
the FCC's decision was not issued until 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 42) 
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FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS 

USING PHASITRON MODULATION 

Design and Circuit Information on the G.E. 250 -Watt Basic Exciter, 

and Amplifiers Up to 50 Kw, 

BY L. O. KRAUSE 

HE General Electric series of l' 11 

I broadcast transmitters for operation in 

the new 88- to 108 -mc. band have been 
designed around a new phase -modulation 
scheme originally proposed by Dr. Robert 
Adler of Zenith Radio Corporation. This 
system has for its major element the tube 
now well -known to the industry as the 
Phasitron, which is designated as the 
GL -2H21. 

The theory of operation of this unique 
tube, and its action in FM transmitter 
circuits have been discussed at length 
elsewhere? It is the purpose of this paper 
to describe the application of the Phasi- 
tron to commercial types of FM broad- 
cast transmitters. These include the 
2,50 -watt basic exciter, and combinations 
of power amplifiers to increase the output 
to 1, 3, 10, 25, and 50 kw. 

250 -Watt Basic Exciter Unit * A complete 
transmitter in itself, the 250 -watt equip- 
ment is also a part of all higher -power 
transmitters. This results because higher 
power is obtained in each case by merely 
adding coördinated amplifier "blocks" to 
the basic unit. 

Fig. 1 shows a front view of the 250 - 

watt transmitter with the door open. The 

* Broadcast Engineering Section, Transmitter 
Division, General Electric Company, Syracuse, N.Y. 

1 See "Phasitron Modulator" by Dr. Robert Adler, 
FM AND TELEVISION, Dec. 1945, and " Phasitron 
FM Transmitter" by F. M. Bailey and H. P. Thomas, 
Electronics, Oct. 1946. 

individual panels that make up the com- 

plete assembly are identified in the illus- 

tration. 
The unit is straight -forward in electrical 

design, as is apparent from a study of the 
block diagram in Fig. 2, and the simplified 
schematic diagram, Fig. 3. The following 
basic stages, excluding rectifiers, are em- 

ployed: audio amplifiers, crystal oscillator, 
phasitron modulator, frequency multi- 
pliers and power amplifiers. 

A closeup of the phasitron, mounted in 

its socket, is shown in Fig. 4. The Per - 
malloy shield, also visible, slips on and 
off over the phasitron and the modulation 
coil easily, being held by grounding spring 
fingers. Fig. 5 illustrates the mounting 
and modulation coil, with the phasitron 
removed. Installation is a simple plug -in 

process, as with any receiving -type tube. 
The final tubes, type GL -5D24 or 

4 -250A, require direct air -cooling on the 
seals. The base seals need about 5 cfm per 
tube to insure adequately low seal tem- 
peratures. In addition, a small blast of air 
must be directed against the anode seal. 
Fig. 6 is a detail of the upper left corner 
(rear view), of the transmitter. The seal - 

cooling blower with its associated duct is 

shown. Air is directed horizontally 
through the base of each tube from a 

close- fitting semicircular opening. Part of 

the air is bled off and directed against the 
plate seals. There is no mechanical con- 
tact between the blower housing and the 
air duct, as a h -in. gap separates them. 
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FIG. 2. BLOCK DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PHASITRON FM MODULATOR SYSTEM 
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FIG. 1. BASIC 250 -WATT EXCITER UNIT 

1 -Kw. Transmitter * This unit is a class C 

amplifier in a cabinet exactly like that 
of the exciter, so that they present a 
symmetrical appearance when they are 
combined. Only electrical interconnections 
are required when the amplifier is added 
to the exciter. 

Fig. 7 shows the front of the 1 -kw. 
transmitter with the doors closed. 'l'he 
exciter is at the left and the amplifier at 
the right. Overall dimensions are 75 ins. 
high, 25 ins. deep, and 72 ins. wide. 

The internal construction of the am- 
plifier is such as to provide ready access to 
all components. This is illustrated in Fig. 
8, a rear view of the amplifier only. The 
high -voltage power supply is located on 
the cabinet floor. The next section mounts 
the tube -cooling blower. The control cir- 
cuit components are mounted in a vertical 
arrangement in the right -hand half of the 
next section, with the plate tank at the 
left. The uppermost portion contains the 
grid -driving circuits. 

The amplifier stages employ a pair of 

type GL -7C29 triodes in a conventional 
cross -neutralized push -pull amplifier. Res- 
onant open transmission lines are used for 
the grid and plate RF circuits. 

The grid line is built of X- band wave - 
guides, closely spaced as Fig. 8 shows. 
The resulting low impedance of the line 
prevents the tube and circuit capacitance 
from producing exçessive fore -shortening. 
Coarse tuning of the grid circuit is done 
by adjusting a shorting -bar. Fine tuning 
adjustments are made from the panel by 
varying a standard multi -plate capacitor 
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FIG. 4. PHASITRON TUBE WITH THE SHIELD REMOVED. FIG. 5. NOTE THE MODULATION COIL SURROUNDING THE PHASITRON 
connected across tut' ()1)(I efl(1 of the hue. 
This capacitor is visible in the upper- 
left of Fig. 8. The panel grid-tuning 
adjustment is wide enough to cover 4uu'., 
or uyprosi/nut,|, '20% of the total FM 
band. This is sufficient to make the set- 

ting of the shorting bu,uvo-criticaJ. 
Unbalanced hairpin loop coupling is 

made to the grid line for excitation. The 
loop terminates u piece oy h-in. transmis- 
sion line carried l)ack to the output of the 
exciter. lNnnos, of the low-impedance 

couotructúon of the grid line, the driving 
loop must be located quite near it to pro- 
6ncw adequate coupling. To prevent 
unequal grid drives resulting from ca- 
pacitive coupling to the unbalanced loop, 
a Faraday shield is placed between the 

FIG. 3. COMPLETE SCHEMATIC WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE PHASITRON MODULATOR AND THE 250-WATT EXCITER SHOWN IN FIG. 1 
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loop and the line. This shield can be seen 
in Fig. 8. 

The plate line comprises two 2 % -in. 
tubes spaced 1 in., and mounted verti- 
cally. As well as forming part of the 
resonant circuit, each line section serves as 
the socket for one of the amplifier tubes 
and as a cooling -air guide. The type GL- 
7C29 has air -cooled, external -anode con- 
struction. The anode slides inside the 
plate -line section until a stop is reached. 
The lower ends of the plate -line sections 
open into an 'electrically insulated cham- 
ber pressurized by a blower with filtered 
air. Power amplifier plate .x voltage is 
interlocked with the air -flow by a cen- 
trifugal switch located in the blower 
motor, so that the power is cut off if the 
air flow stops. 

Coarse tuning, as with the grid line, 
is accomplished by adjusting a shorting 
bar. Fine tuning is done by means of a 
special .capacitor mounted near the open 
end of the line. The rotor of this capacitor 
is controllable from the panel. The ca- 
pacitor is designed to have a high ratio of 

maximum to minimum capacity, with 
a very low minimum. This permits a panel 
tuning range of approximately 2 mc., or 
10% of the FM band. The wide tuning 
range of both the grid and plate circuits 
results in great ease of adjustment. 

The neutralizing capacitors are not 
controllable from the panel.: This is not 
necessary, .since amplifier tubes can be 
changed , without appreciably upsetting 
neutralized operation. In fact, the am- 
plifier remains completely stable without 
any readjustment. 

Power is coupled from the plate tank 
into a 51.5 -ohm, % -in. transmission line 
by an untuned hairpin loop. This coupling 
is adjustable from the panel. A relative 
indication of coupled power is furnished 
by a vacuum -tube voltmeter connected 
to the transmission -line input. The volt- 
meter reading is adjustable to a nominal 
indication of 100 %. 

The amplifier requires an RF driving 
power of approximately 100 to 150 watts 
for 1 -kw. output. Plate efficiency over 
the band averages 63 %. 
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FIG. 6. BLOWER FOR FINAL TUBES 

Plate power is supplied by .a pair of 
type GL -8008 tubes in a conventional 
full -wave rectifier, which furnishes ,2.650 

volts to the amplifier. Surge- current 
protection is provided for the rectifier 
tubes by a resistor in series with the filter 
capacitors, to limit the inrush current. 
This resistor is short -circuited after a 
brief time delay when Mate voltage is 

applied. This delay is long enough to 
allow the capacitors to become almost 
fully charged before the resistor is shorted 
out. DC overload protection is provided 
by means of a relay in the plate return 
lead, while the AC is protected by a 

magnetic type of circuit breaker. 
The transmitter is designed to operate 

from 195 to 240 volts, single- phase, 50 or 
60 cycles. A variable transformer, in con- 
junction with a bucking transformer, 
makes the transmitter operating voltage 
continuously adjustable to 200 volts. This 
is the proper primary voltage. Voltage 
boost is obtained when the variable trans- 
former passes the neutral point and re- 
verses the phase to the bucking trans- 
former. 

The control circuit is completely iso- 
lated from the power line by a 200- to -115- 

volt stepdown transformer. Such isolation 
increases safety. The voltage stepdown 
permits the use of standard relays and 
other control elements. For .50-cycle 

operation, the control circuit voltage is 

made 95 volts, resulting in proper rms 
current for the AC relays. The control 
circuit includes automatic reclosing of the 
plate contactor in case of plate overload. 
Where the amplifier is used in humid 
locations, a cabinet heater can be sup- 
plied. 
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FIG. 7. FRONT OF THE 1 -KW. UNIT 

3-Kw. Transmitter * The 3 -kw. transmitter 
comprises the exciter, an amplifier in a 
cabinet similar to that of the exciter, and 
a sturdy cubicle housing the amplifier 
plate -power supply. The cubicle serves as 
a spacer between the two cabinets. It is 
4 ins. _wider than the 1 -kw. spacer, making 
an overall length for the 3 -kw. equipment 
of 76 ins. Otherwise the two units are 
identical in external appearance. No 
mechanical reconstruction is necessary 
when adding the amplifier to the exciter. 
Fig. 9 is a front view with the doors open. 
The exciter is at the left and the amplifier 
at the right. 

The internal layout of the amplifier 
cabinet is similar to that of the 1 -kw. set 
as indicated by a comparison of the rear 
views in Figs. 8 and 10. The arrangement 
of the 3 -kw. plate supply in the spacer - 
cubicle is clearly show u in Fig. 10. The 

FIG. 8. REAR OF 1 -KW. AMPLIFIER 

small power supply located just above the 
blower in the amplifier cabinet supplies 
voltage for the final screens. 

A pair of GL -7D21 tubes serves as the 
final amplifier in a push -pull circuit. The 
type GL -7D21 is a new tetrode having 
co- planar, disc -seal construction, though 
the tube elements internally are coaxial 
cylinders. Each cylinder flares out to its 
disc. An interesting feature of this con- 
struction is an apparent reduction in 
effective internal capacitance when used 
with transmission -line type tanks. The 
elements act as a continuation of the 
transmission line, producing less shorten- 
ing of the line than would occur if the 
capacitance were effectively lumped across 
the end of the line. The anode is external 
and air -cooled. 

The grid line is constructed of X -band 
waveguides. It is coarsely tuned by ad- 
justing the shorting bar, with a standard 
multi -plate capacitor, mounted at the 
open end, for fine tuning. The rotor con- 
trol of this capacitor is extended to the 
front panel. Excitation is coupled into the 
grid tank by means of an unbalanced hair- 
pin loop. A Faraday shield is placed 
between the loop and the grid line to 
prevent unbalanced grid drive because of 
unbalanced electric coupling. 

The plate RF circuits are visible in 
Fig. 11, in which the plate RF shield has 
been removed. The plate tank comprises 
a pair of vertically mounted tubes 3% 
ins. in diameter spaced 1 in. The upper 
portion of each is telescopic. The anode of 
the type GL -7D21 slips down into this 
telescopic section, while the section with 
the amplifier tube is lifted, forcing the 
tube home into its socket. The socket is a 
series of spaced spring -finger rings. Thus a 
speedy and simple means is provided for 
changing tubes. It is only necessary to 
unlock the telescopic section and unclamp 
the tube. There are no connections to 
make. Fig. 12 illustrates the ease with 
which a final tube can be changed. The 
line section has been telescoped, and the 
tube, having been unclamped, is being 
removed. 

The plate line also serves as a cooling - 
air duct. The lower end opens into an 
electrically insulated chamber, pressurized 
with filtered air by a blower, as in the 
1 -kw. amplifier. Low -pressure air is used 
to keep air -rush noise at a minimum. A 
centrifugal switch in the blower motor 
provides plate- voltage air -flow interlock. 

Although the final tubes are tetrodes, 
improved operation results from the addi- 
tion of a very small amount of cross - 
neutralizing capacitance. Feedback from 
only one of the plates to the opposite grid 
is used. The feedback capacitance is not 
critical and needs no adjustment over the 
frequency range, nor is it affected by 
tube change..It is so small that negligible 
effect is produced on the tuning points 
of the grid and plate circuits. 

The tune -up of the amplifier is very 

simple, requiring only adjustments of the 
grid and plate circuits from the front 
panel. The wide tuning range on these 
two circuits makes adjustment of the 
shorting bars non -critical. 

Power is coupled into the 51.5 -ohm, 
1 % -in. output transmission line by a 
series -tuned loop. The tuning capacitor, 
visible in Figs. 11 and 12, requires no 
change in setting over the entire FM band. 
The transmission line voltage is sampled 
and rectified to give an indication of rela- 
tive power, with the nominal reading 
adjusted to 100 %. 

The average plate efficiency of the am- 
plifier is about 64 %. Required driving 
power for 3 -kw. output is in the range 
100 to 150 watts, giving a power gain of 20 
to 30 times. 

The amplifier operates from 208 to 230 
volts, 3- phase, 50 or 60 cycles. Plate 
voltage, about 3,750 volts, is supplied 
by 6 type GL -8008 tubes in 3- phase, full - 
wave connection. The primary of the 
rectifier transformer can be switched in- 
stantaneously from delta to wye connec- 
tion at the panel. When wye- connected, 
the plate voltage is reduced to 58% of 
normal. This connection is used when the 
amplifier is tuned the first time, or when- 
ever reduced power is wanted. In addi- 
tion, primary taps are provided to per- 
mit compensation for local line voltage 
differences. Surge current protection is 
furnished for the rectifier tubes by means 
similar to that used in the 1 -kw. amplifier. 
Plate voltage cannot be applied to the 
final stage until sufficient grid excitation 
obtains. This interlocking is provided 
by a relay coil in the DC grid current to 
protect the GL -7D21 tubes from exces- 
sive plate dissipation in case of excitation 
failure. Such protection cannot be fur- 
nished practically by cathode bias. 

The screen voltage is furnished by a 
separate rectifier, a pair of GL- 866A/866 
tubes, in full -wave connection. This volt- 
age is only 500 volts, and considerable 
power would be wasted if the screen volt - 
agé were obtained from the resistance di- 
vider across the high -voltage supply. A 
variable transformer, controllable from 
the panel, permits continuous variation of 
the screen voltage. When the plate voltage 
transformer is switched to wye connec- 
tion, the screen voltage is reduced simul- 
taneously. 

DC overload protection is furnished by 
relays in both the plate and screen re- 
turn loads. AC protection results from 
use of a magnetic overload- breaker for 
the main power switch. Circuits are in- 
cluded to give automatic reclosing of the 
plate contactor, should a brief power -line 
failure or a plate overload occur. 

Filament voltage for the type GL -7D21 
tubes is continuously variable from the 
panel for proper setting independent of 
line voltage variations. This is done by 
use of a variable transformer supple- 
mented with a line- bucking transformer. 
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FIG. 9. THE 3 -KW. AMPLIFIER COMBINED WITH THE 250 -WATT EXCITER UNIT 

For safety, the control circuit is iso- 
lated from the power line by a step -down 
transformer. The circuit operates at 115 
volts on 60 cycles, or 96 volts on 50 
cycles. 

Rear door interlocks are provided for 
automatic removal of plate voltage. At 
the same time both the plate and screen 
voltages are grounded. 

teKw. Transmitter * This comprises a 3 -kw. 
transmitter with rectifier and power 
amplifier cabinets added. Each cabinet 
measures 48 ins. wide by 34 ins. deep by 
84 ins. high, a size sufficiently small to 

make location easy. The overall trans- 
mitter length becomes 14 ft. 11 ins. 

Individual cabinets, from left to right. 
are: 10 -kw. rectifier and control, 250 -watt 
basic exciter, 3 -kw. plate supply (no front 
access door), 3 -kw. RF amplifier, and 
10 -kw. RF amplifier. 

Addition of the amplifier to the 3 -kw. 
exciter requires only electrical inter- 
connections. No mechanical reconstruc- 
tion of any kind is necessary because the 
transmitter is completely self- contained. 

A pair of General Electric type GL -5518 
triodes, employed as a grounded -grid 
push -pull amplifier, serves as the final 

FIG. 10. REAR VIEW OF THE 3 -KW. TRANSMITTER SHOWS PLATE SUPPLY AT THE CENTER 
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stage. The type GL -5518, specially de- 
signed for this 10 -kw. transmitter, is an 
air -cooled successor to the efficient, water - 
cooled, GL -9024. The bottom cylinder of 
the tube is the air -cooled anode. About 2 
ins. above this is the ring -seal grid con- 
tact. The next two smallest ring -seals are 
those of the filament. The type GL -5518 
exhibits excellent operating characteris- 
tics at FM frequencies. A pair of them is 
ample for a conservative 10 -kw. output. 
Sturdy tungsten filaments have sufficient 
emission to allow operation at reduced 
filament voltage for long life expectancy. 

Physically, the RF circuit of the ampli- 
fier is similar to that of the 3 -kw. type 
except that the circuit elements are 
larger. Fig. 13 is a closeup, partial view 
of the rear of the 10 -kw. amplifier, show- 
ing the major portions of the RF circuits. 
The filament circuit appears just above 
the upper shelf. It is quarter -wave tuned, 
and built of closely- spaced rectangular 
sections. A shorting bar allows coarse 
adjustment. Fine tuning is accomplished 
by a variable capacitor located near the 
filament terminals. Excitation is coupled 
into the filament circuit from the 3 -kw. 
driver by means of a balanced coupling 
loop. Transformation from unbalanced 
to balanced driving signal is made by 
special RF plumbing located inside the 
box just above the filament circuit, Fig. 
13. The transforming section is extremely 
broad -band, and no tuning of any kind is 

provided or required. The balanced cou- 
pling insures equal drive to the final tubes. 

The plate circuit appears in the middle 
left of Fig. 13. The rear tube has been 
removed. Normally, a shield plate com- 
pletes the housing around the plate cir- 
cuit. This shield is held by quick -release 
fasteners for ready removal if tube change 
is necessary. 

The plate circuit consists of a pair of 
vertically- mounted tubes 5% ins. in di- 
ameter, spaced approximately 1 in. apart. 
The upper portion of each is telescopic. 
The anode of the GL -5518 is clamped in 
this telescopic section. Manual rotation of 
the section automatically raises the sec- 
tion and tube until grid contact is made 
with spring fingers. Then the section is 
locked in place. It is only necessary to se- 
cure the filament connectors by means of 
thumb nuts. This process represents a 
speedy and simple means for changing 
tubes. 

A shorting -bar provides coarse plate - 
tuning, while fine tuning is panel -con- 
trolled through a rack and pinion which 
moves a capacitance plate toward or away 
from the upper end of the tank. 

RF output power is coupled by a 
balanced loop into a 3 % -in. output trans- 
mission line. Balanced coupling to un- 
balanced output is provided by a trans- 
forming section identical with the driving 
system, except for larger size. 

Balanced output coupling is important 
to the maintenance of circuit and tube 
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FIG. 11. RF SHIELD HAS BEEN REMOVED 
TO SHOW PLATE RF CIRCUITS 

ha lance. The plats circuit lines also serve 
as anode -cooling air ducts. Cooling air 
is drawn in through filters in the rear of 
the cabinet, through the cooling fins of 
the tube radiators, down the plate line 
to the air blower, and thence exhausted 
through an air duct at the top of the 
cabinet. 'l'he blower is located on the cabi- 
net floor, just under the lower shelf shown 

in Fig. 13. In this way the cool, incoming 
air, flowing over the glass envelopes of the 
tubes, materially assists in keeping this 
glass at a safe operating temperature. 
An air -flow interlock is provided to pro - 
tect the tubes in case of cooling -air failure. 

Although the grounded -grid circuit 
inherently has low power gain, a driving 
power of less than '?.5 kw. is sufficient 
to obtain 10 -kw. output with good effi- 
ciency. ITnder these conditions, the actual 
efficiency is from 60 to 65 %, and the ratio 
of the output power to DC input at the 
amplifier is between 75 and 80 %. This 
high apparent efficiency is clue to "feed - 
t l I rongh " of driver power. 

The high -voltage rectifier and control 
circuits for the amplifier are located' in 
a separate cabinet, Fig. 1.1. The control 
relays are mounted on the right wall, and 
the power contactors on the left wall in 
this rear view. The top of the high -voltage 
transformer appears in the lower right, 
and the rectifier tubes in the upper cen- 
ter. 'l'he equipment operates from 208 to 
230 volts, 3- phase, 50 or 60 cycles. Plate 
voltage, about 5,500 volts, is supplied by 
6 type (:I, -8008 tubes in 3- phase, full - 
wave connection. As in the 3 -kw. ampli- 
fier, the primary of the main plate trans - 
former can be switched instantaneously 
from delta to wye connection at the front 
panel. The rectifier tube filaments are all 
quarter -phased with respect to their anode 
currents for long life operation when the 
plate transformer is in delta connection. 
Surge current protection is provided by a 
primary resistance stop -start circuit. 
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FIG. 12. TELESCOPED LINE SECTION 
PERMITS REMOVAL OF FINAL TUBE 

Fuseless overload protection k em- 
ployed throughout this equipment. Both 
I)C and AC overload relays protect the 
main rectifier. Magnetically- operated cir- 
cuit- breaker type switches-are used in the 
blower motor, control, and filament cir- 
cuits. In addition a main line circuit 
breaker, built into the amplifier, has am- 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 52) 

FIG. 13. CLOSE -UP VIEW SHOWING REAR OF 10 -KW. AMPLIFIER. FIG. 14. HIGH -VOLTAGE RECTIFIER AND CONTROL CIRCUITS 
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TELEVISION HANDBOOK 
CHAPTER 2 - Characteristics of Television Images 

Video and Audio Waves * All information is 
transmitted from one point of space to 
another by means of the transfer of en- 
ergy, which requires time. This transfer 
may be made in the so- called direct man- 
lier as, for instance, by the use of moving, 
material objects, such as balls rolling in a 
time sequence; or, in a less obvious man- 
ner, by the radiation of energy. 

Radiant energy is a form of energy 
about which not too much is known. It 
involves the transfer of mass throughout 
all of the space surrounding a point of 
origin; and the transfer takes place at 
constant speed, i.e., the speed of light. 

Radiant energy is a wave motion in 
space and time, which involves the trans- 
fer of electric and magnetic fields. 

In general, a wave is a periodic, func- 
tional relationship between the magnitude 
of some physical thing and an interval of 
time. One period of the wave is called a 
cycle. The time elapse from the start of a 
cycle to any occurrence in the cycle is 
called the phase of that occurrence. Thus, 
phase is a ratio of times -of- occurrence, and 
is a pure number. 

The number of units of phase in a com- 
plete cycle is entirely arbitrary. It has 
been taken as equal to the number of an- 
gular units in a circle, as a matter of 
mathematical convenience. The time rate 
of change of phase of a wave is called 
phase velocity, or sometimes angular 
velocity. 

Energy is radiated through space ,at the 
speed of light in such a fashion that at any 
point of space the wave motion of the in- 
crease or decrease of the electric and mag- 

BY lo/IADISON CAWEIN 
netic vector fields is a sinusoidal function 
of the time. This is illustrated in Fig. 27, 
which is a graph of the change in intensity 
of the electric vector in a broadcast wave 
at 100 megacycles, as related to time. 
Time is plotted as the abscissa in intervals 
of 1 /100,000,000 of a second, starting at 
the instant when the electric vector is 

FIG. 27. PLOT OF ELECTRIC VECTOR 

zero. The fact that the electric vector 
reverses polarity means that the force of 
action on an electron at this point in space 
changes from an attraction to a repulsion 
each 200,000,000ths of a second. 

The electric and magnetic vectors 
which constitute radiant energy will in- 
duce potentials in conductors exposed to 
the radiation by virtue of the action of the 
electric fields on the electrons in the con- 
ductors. When a potential wave is induced 
across a conductor, a current will flow 
therein. If the conductor is a pure re- 
sistance, the wave -shape of the current 
is identical to that of the induced poten- 
tial. If, however, the conductor circuit 
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contains a reactive component, such as a 
coil or capacitor, it is an experimental fact 
that the phase velocity of the current, 
which is inversely proportional to the 
periodicity, is always equal to that of the 
induced or applied potential, but the func- 
tional relationship between amplitude 
and phase, which is called waveform, is 

EXPONENTIAL SAWTOOTH WAVE 

FIG. 28. REPLOT OF SAWTOOTH WAVE 

differentiated and /or integrated with 
respect to time. Thus, any complex 
potential -wave across a reactance will 
produce a complex current -wave of the 
same periodicity lint of different shape. 

The change in shape of current waves 
with respect to potential waves is of ex- 
treme importance in television. All tele- 
vision information is transmitted by 
means of wave motions either in space or 
in conductors. Unless the wave form of 
the current follows that of the potential 
exactly, a distortion in time and position 
of a reproduced picture element will occur 
with respect to the transmitted element. 

The importance of change of shape of 
waveform in television can be seen by an 
examination of the waveforms which were 
shown in Fig. 4. If the current flowing 
through an inductor has the sawtooth 
waveform shown in this figure, the poten- 
tial induced across the inductor due to 
this current would have the impulsive 
form of the pedestal shown in Fig. 4. The 
waveform of the pedestal is proportional 
at every instant of time to the slope of the 
sawtooth current wave, and is called the 
derivative of this wave. Inductors have a 
property of developing a potential which 
is proportional to the derivative of the 
current flowing there through. This is due 
to the fact that an electric current has 
inertia, and every change in current in an 
inductive circuit is opposed by an induced 
potential which is proportional to the 
time -rate -of- change of the current. 

If the current flowing through an induc- 
tor has the parabolic form shown in Fig. 
4, then the potential across the inductor 
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will llave a sawtooth form, because the 
sawtooth waveform is the derivative of 
the parabolic waveform. 

The facts stated in the two paragraphs 
above would be reversed in sequence if the 
reactance through which the current is 
flowing were capacitive rather than induc- 
tive. Thus, if impulsive current flows into 
a capacitor the potential built up across 
the capacitor xvill be of sawtooth wave- 

sawtooth waveform of Fig. 4 except that 
the phase of each of the harmonic com- 
ponents which compose the sawtooth 
wave has been retarded a slight amount 
relative to the phase of the fundamental 
component. The phase retardation of 
these components is very slight, as shown 
in Table 2. Retarded phase means that the 
peak value of the component occurs later 
than it should. 
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form, and if a sawtooth current flows into 
a capacitor the potential developed across 
capacitor will be of parabolic form. This is 
due to the integrating effect of capaci- 
tance. That is, the potential developed 
across a capacitive reactor is proportional 
to the tizne- integral of the current flowing 
into it. Another way to state this fact is 
that the current flowing through a capaci- 
tor is proportional to the time- rate -of- 
change of the potential existing across it. 

The importance of phase in the mainte- 
nance of waveform can be seen by refer- 
ence to Fig. 28, which is a replot of the 
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For the tenth harmonic component, this 
retardation amounts to approximately 
16° out of 360 °, which is of the order of 
5 %. It can be seen by an examination of 
Table 2 that the retarded phase of the 
higher frequency components becomes 
constant. Actually, the maximum value 
of this retardation is approximately 17.7° 
in the example chosen, which occurs ap- 
proximately at the 30th harmonic and 
is constant for all higher harmonics. It is, 
therefore, the phase advance of the funda- 
mental relative to the higher components 
which causes a linear sawtooth to degener- 

TABLE 2 

RELATIVE PHASE RETARDATION FOR THE HAR- 
MONIC COMPONENTS OF AN EXPONENTIAL 

SAwTOOTH WAVE 

Relative Phase Relative 
Component Amplitude to Fundamental 

1st Harmonic 100/0 0° 
(Fundamental) 

2nd 47.7 8.65 
3rd 29.0 11.65 
4th 19.3 13.15 
5th 12.9 14.05 
6th 8.6 14.67 
7th 5.3 15.10 
8th 3.0 15.42 
9th 1.2 15.67 

10th 0 15.88 
(31st) 3.1 (17.7) 

(101st) 0.9 (17.7) 

ate into the so- called exponential sawtooth 
wave which was plotted in Fig. 28. 

With this brief introduction to the 
theory of complex waves, a more detailed 
discussion of waves concerned in various 
parts of the television system will be set 
forth in the following sections. 

1. Video Information * Video information is 
transmitted by means of a complex wave- 
form of energy. This energy may be either 
radiated, electromagnetic energy in space 
or electric energy in a conductor. In either 
case, the intensity of the electric field 
which is being transmitted by radio broad- 
cast or by wire will have a form substan- 
tially as shown in Fig. 29. Fig. 29 is the 
graph of a video wave, already shown for a 
brief interval as the portion of Fig. 1, 
labeled V. 

The waveform of Fig. 29 shows the 
change in the electric field being trans- 
mitted during the last several lines of one 
of the even -numbered fields of an RMA 
standard television picture, near the 
start of the field pedestal which occurs at 
the bottom of the picture. Each interval 
labeled H represents one complete line of 
the picture. The rectangular pedestals im- 
mediately preceding and following each 
line of information are the blanking 
pulses which establish black level. The 
amplitude of these pulses is shown as zero 
during the pedestal interval. Zero level in 
the video wave corresponds to complete 
blackness on the cathode -ray tube screen. 
During this blanking interval, the cathode - 
ray tube grid is of such potential as to just 
cut off the beam current so that there is 
no light on the screen. Immediately fol- 
lowing the blanking period, the electric 
field depends upon what the illumination 
in any particular line of the picture hap- 
pens to be. In Fig. 29 this illumination is 
shown as half- white, or half the maximum 
illumination which occurs along the line. 
The example chosen is for three lines as 
shown in: the small insert picture in Fig. 
29. 

It will be observed that the variations 
in the video wave correspond to the il- 
lumination levels in the picture along 
these three lines. For example, there are 
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two points at absolute black along each 
line and two points at maximum white. 
The remainder of the illumination values 
along each line vary between different 
shades of gray. 

The video wave is made up of two 
separate waves, and thus is in itself a 
composite wave. The two components of 
the wave which conveys video informa- 
tion are shown in Fig. 30, for several lines 
of the picture. Curve A is representative 
of the line -by -line video signal which 
would be generated at the camera tube as, 
for instance, in a dissector, during the 
trace and retrace portions of the horizon- 
tal deflection cycle. The signals generated 
during the trace portion of the cycle are 
the desired signals which it is necessary to 
transmit in order to obtain a picture. 

A corresponding, backwards video 
signal is generated during the retrace at a 
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much faster rate. The frequency band for 
this undesired signal is much wider than 
that for the desired signal, so that picture 
element pulses are not as sharp and usu- 
ally are not of the same amplitude during 
the retrace as during the trace. This is 
shown in the blanking interval of curve 
A. This retrace signal, if transmitted and 
allowed to modulate the picture- reproduc- 
ing tube, would create a ghost image - 
during the retrace which would not cor- 
respond exactly in time with the desired 
image unless the timing of the horizontal 
synchronizing system were at least ten 
times more accurate than usual. 

For this reason, the ghost signal gener- 
ated during the retrace is blanked out by 
mixing in a blanking wave as shown in 
curve B in Fig. 30. The blanking signal 
and the video signal are mixed in a mixing 
amplifier in such a fashion as to produce a 
composite wave as shown in curve C. 
There the undesired signal level is far 
below the desired signal level. This com- 
posite wave is applied to a clipper, or 
limiting tube, which chops off the unde- 
sired portion and establishes the black 
level as shown in curve D of Fig. 30. 

It is usual to control the pedestal am- 
plitude from black level in accordance 
with the DC component, which is propor- 
tional to the background illumination . of 
the picture. This can be done by using a 

photocell to pick up the average scene il- 
lumination and to control the clipping 
level accordingly, as shown in Fig. 31 by a 
block diagram. 

With some types of pickup tubes it is 
not necessary to set the black level in ac- 
cordance with the scene illumination as 
derived from a separate photocell. With 
the dissector tube, for instance, the blank- 
ing signal can be applied in positive polar- 
ity between the cathode and the anode, or 
between cathode and first multiplier sur- 
face in such amplitude as to completely 
cut off the flow of photo -current during 
the blanking interval. This system of 
establishing the black level is referred to 
as cathode blanking. It requires blanking 
pulses of rather large amplitude, however. 
since the cathode -anode potential in the 
dissector is usually of the order of several 
hundred volts. The system establishes 
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FIG. 32. MIXING AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 

black level directly because no photo - 
current can occur during the blanking in- 
terval. Since the level of the photo -current 
during the trace portion of the cycle is 

proportional to the illumination, the DC 
level or background illumination is auto- 
matically established by this means and 
no mixing amplifier is required in order to 
produce the output waveform of curve 
D, Fig. 30. 

The composite video wave can be used 
to produce a picture on any cathode -ray 
tube monitor which is synchronized by 
separate signals with the camera for both 
horizontal and vertical deflection circuits. 
It can be transmitted over cables to re- 
mote points and is utilized for modulating 
the transmitter. The cables, however, 
must be capable of transmitting a band of 
frequencies at least 4 mc. wide, and pre- 
ferably 12 mc. wide, in order to take full 
advantage of all the information derived 
from the picture in accordance with RMA 
standards. 

Before this wave is used to modulate a 
transmitter, it is usually mixed with the 
synchronizing information by means of a 
mixing amplifier as shown in Fig. 32. The 
simple form of mixing amplifier consists of 
two pentodes with their plates connected 
in parallel, and with a common load im- 
pedance which is uniform over the band of 
frequencies contained in the widest band 
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of the two input signals. One input signal 
is applied to one grid, and the other to the 
second grid of the mixing amplifier. 
Levels are adjusted by the gain controls 
of the separate tubes. The video -wave in- 
formation occupies a wider band than the 
synchronizing -wave information, which 
will be described in the next section. 

2. Synchronizing information * In order to pro- 
duce a tell\ i . III picture at a monitor or 
receiver %\ 111(11 is as nearly an exact 
duplicate of the transmitted scene as pos- 
sible, great accuracy is necessary to syn- 
chronize or time the deflection generators 
at the receiver in exact step with those of 
the transmitter. This is accomplished by 
transmitting synchronizing pulses either 
separately, as is usual for monitors, or 
composite with the video wave, as is usual 
for transmitters. 

Two types of synchronizing pulses must 
be transmitted: the horizontal and the 
vertical. If these signals are transmitted 
separately over separate circuits, it is 
usual to transmit a continuous w a\ e of 
horizontal pulses approximately as shown 
in Fig. 33, curve A, having a periodic t y of 
15,750 pulses per second to conform with 
MIA standards. The vertical synchroniz- 
ing pulse in this case is also a continuous 
wave as shown in curve B, Fig. 33, with a 
periodicity of 60 cycles per second. 
Usually, in this case, the vertical pulse is 
considerably wider than the horizontal 
pulse in relation to the entire cycle of 
either deflection system. Separate hori- 
zontal sync pulses usually have a width 
which is approximately 10% of the hori- 
zontal deflection cycle. This means that 
the duration of the pulse is approximately 
1 /150,000 of a second. 

A reference to the discussion in Section 
1, l'art '2 of Chapter 1 will show that at 
least the 30th harmonic of the horizontal 
frequency is required to transmit this 
synchronizing pulse with good fidelity and 
good waveform. This means that ap- 
proximately a band width of only .500,00o 
cycles is required for transmitting the 
horizontal synchronizing pulses. 

The vertical pulse used for separate 
sync usually has a width in time of ap- 
proximately 3% of the field -deflection 
period, but can be made much more nar- 
row than that. It would never be as nar- 
row in time as the horizontal pulse, how- 
ever, so that the frequency band necessary 
for transmitting synchronizing signals is 
determined by the horizontal pulse. 

Synchronizing signals are so timed in 
relation to blanking signals that they 
occur somewhere after the start of the 
blanking pulse and end somewhere before 
the end of the blanking pulse, as shown in 
Fig. 34. Thus, when they are mixed with a 
composite video wave in a mixing ampli- 
fier, they are applied in such polarity as to 
add to the amplitude of the blanking in- 
terval. Since the maximum amplitude of 
the blanking pedestal denotes black level, 
the synchronizing signals occur in the 
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blacker- than -black region of the com- 
posite television video wave as shown in 
curve C of Fig. 34. Since the cathode -ray 
tube screen is black during the entire 
blanking interval, the synchronizing 
pulses do not show in the picture at all. 
They can be seen, however, by mis - 
adjusting the black level at the receiver 
tube so that the background is gray dur- 
ing the blanking interval, in which case 
the synchronizing signals show up as 
black bars. 

The simple vertical signal shown in Fig. 
34 is not used for transmitting vertical 
synchronizing information in the United 
States. That signal will be discussed in 
Section 4. It suffices here to discuss the 

obtain a better signal -to -noise ratio in the 
audio channel. A de- emphasis circuit hav- 
ing a 75- microsecond time -constant is 
introduced at the demodulator circuit of 
the receiver. This time- constant is the 
reciprocal of the pre -emphasis time - 
constant, and serves to restore the audio 
characteristic. By this means a consider- 
able reduction in noise is obtained, 
amounting to approximately 15 decibels 
at the high frequency end of the audio 
band. 

The audio carrier is always spaced at 
4.5 mc. above the video carrier to which 
it is related in a television channel. This 
4.5 -mc. spacing is crystal- controlled at 
the transmitter. 

, 

1750 SEC. HORIZONTAL (15,750CYC LES) 

H 150,000 
SEC. 

80 SEC. 

1 SEC 
2,000 

VERTICAL (80 CYCLES) 

SYNC. PULSES 

to which the horizontal deflection oscilla- 
tor at the receiver may be caused to 
respond, without interruption. 

The preparatory pulses which precede 
and follow the serrated pulse are 12 in 
number usually, 6 preceding and 6 follow- 
ing the vertical serrated pulse. Their pur- 
pose is to prepare the vertical integrating 
circuit at the receiver on alternate fields so 
that the peak amplitude of the vertical 
pulse derived at the receiver will be prac- 
tically identical on each alternate field, 
despite the fact that a horizontal pulse 
occurs alternately on odd and even fields 
at a half line and a full line before the 
start of the preparatory region. This in- 
tegrating circuit will be described com- 
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simpler case in order to illustrate the 
system. 

By virtue of an amplitude excursion for 
the sync signals into the blacker -than- 
black region of the picture, it is possible to 
separate the synchronizing wave from the 
video wave at the receiver by means of a 
variety of simple clippers or limiters. Cir- 
cuits for accomplishing this separation 
will be discussed under the receiver sec- 
tion in Chapter 3. 

3. Audio Information * It is RMA standard 
practice to use Frequency Modulation for 
the audio channel accompanying a televi- 
sion signal. The standard deviation of the 
audio carrier is ± 25 kc. (This deviation 
may be changed to 40 kc.) 

The subject of the audio wave has been 
very thoroughly discussed in the STAND - 
ARD FM HANDBOOK, and will not be 
repeated here. It will suffice to mention 
only special points in regard to audio 
practice in television. 

Pre -emphasis is introduced into the 
audio wave so that the amplitude -fre- 
quency characteristic rises as shown in 
Fig. 35. The purpose of this pre- emphasis 
is to increase the amplitude of the high 
frequency audio components in order to 
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4. Composite RMA Standard Wave * The actual 
form of the synchronizing signal used for 
television broadcasts was shown in Fig. 1 

as indicated in the region of the wave 
labeled S. 

The composite RMA standard wave 
consists of composite video and blanking 
information which has been mixed with 
composite synchronizing information. The 
composite video and blanking information 
has been described under Section 1 of this 
Chapter and illustrated in Fig. 30. The 
composite synchronizing information con- 
sists of horizontal synchronizing pulses as 
shown in curve A of Fig. 33, mixed with 
other signals which occur during the ver- 
tical blanking interval as shown in Fig. 
36. 

These other signals comprise what is 
known as the vertical synchronizing in- 
formation. It consists of a group of very 
narrow preparatory pulses which occur at 
twice the horizontal synchronizing fre- 
quency, and of a group of several wider 
pulses at this same double frequency. The 
group of wide pulses is 6 in number, and 
is of 3 lines -width duration. This group of 
pulses is known as the serrated, vertical, 
synchronizing pulse. The serrations are 
introduced in order to give a periodicity 

pletely under Section 7 of Part 4 in 
Chapter 3. It is not described here because 
it will be necessary to consider first* the 
action of differentiating and integrating 
circuits in more detail. This is described 
under camera deflection circuits. 

If it were not for the fact that an inter- 
laced system of scanning is employed in 
modern television, it would suffice to use 
the simple form of vertical synchronizing 
pulse shown in Fig. 33. In order to inter- 
lace, however, since there is a half -line 
difference in the occurrence of horizontal 
synchronizing pulses in alternate fields, it 
became necessary to adopt the prepara- 
tory type of serrated signal so that al- 
ternate, vertical fields will occur in exact 
time relation of 1/60 second apart without 
interference from horizontal pulses. 

5. Methods of Modulation * The various types 
of waves of information accompanying a 
television broadcast signal have been 
described. These waves include the video 
wave, the synchronizing wave, and the 
audio wave. All of these waves are rela- 
tively low in frequency- content compared 
to the carrier wave which they modulate. 

The carrier -wave assignments for com- 
mercial television were shown under the 
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High- Fidelity Performance at Down-to -Earth Cost 

BROWNING FM -AM TUNER 
THE rack -panel BROWNING FM -AM Tuner illustrated above 
is an outstanding example of superb performance achieved by 

common -sense engineering design. Consider these advantages: 

CIRCUITS: Genuine Armstrong FM circuits provide dual limiting 
for static elimination; capture -effect protection against co- channel 
interference; high sensitivity for distant reception. 

ADAPTABILITY: The rack -panel BROWNING Tuner can be fitted 
into any type of case or cabinet, or standard rack. This facilitates 
its use in every kind of installation. 

APPLICATION: Any amplifier and speaker system can be operated 
by the BROWNING Tuner. It is suitable for private homes, public 
buildings, or hotels. It offers progressive dealers and service men 
unlimited opportunities for new business. 

PRICE: By eliminating the superfluous construction which makes 
cabinet sets so high in price, the BROWNING Tuner provides the 
utmost in performance at the very minimum cost. You simply add 
what you require for each specific job. With a little careful thinking, 
you'll find a dozen ways to plan BROWNING Tuner installations. 

Model RJ -14 RACK -PANEL TUNER $165.60 
Model RJ -12 UNMOUNTED TUNER $143.90 
Model PF -12 POWER SUPPLY UNIT $15.78 

(Prices include Federal Tax) 

BROWNING LABORATORIES, INC. 
WINCHESTER MASSACHUSETTS 

Canadian Representative: Measurement Engineering, Ltd., 61 Duke St., Toronto 

June 1947 - formerly FM, and FM RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

ATTENTION: DEALERS, PARTS 
JOBBERS, and SERVICEMEN 

NEXT month, BROWNING LABO- 
RATORIES will score another first in 
high -quality, low -cost performance by 
introducing a straight FM tuner with 
a self- contained power supply. 

The price? Well, you'll be pleasantly 
surprised to learn that it's much lower 
than you would ever expect. After you 
have added a good amplifier and 
speaker, the total will still be about 
$100. 

And if you use the BROWNING 
FM Tuner with a high -fidelity ampli- 
fier and speaker, you'll say when you 
tune in a live -talent FM program: "I 
never expected to hear such beautiful 
reception on any radio receiver." 

Yet the complete installation will 
cost less than the cheap console cabi- 
net models on the market today! 

Here's a tip for getting business on 
BROWNING FM Tuner installations. 
Set up one of these tuners, operating 
from a good antenna, and invite the 
manager and the chief engineer of 
your local FM station to hear how it 
brings in their programs. 

It is practically certain that, when 
you tell them the price, you'll make a 
sale right on the spot, and you can be 
sure that they will send you a string of 
new customers beside. 

Why? Because the BROWNING FM 
Tuner will bring in their station the 
way they want people to hear it. Write 
TODAY for advance information on 
the new BROWNING FM Tuner. 
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section on definitions, and under the word 
"channel." The carriers are at least 10 
times as high in frequency as the inodulat- 
ing envelopes, and on the top charnels 
they are nearly 50 times as high in fre- 
quency. 

Two methods of video modulation will 
be described. One of these consists in 
utilizing the composite It NIA standard 
wave of Fig. 1 to control the grid of the 
R.I+' modulator at the transmitter. In this 
case the carrier oscillator signal can be 
injected into the cathode of the modula- 
tor. The composite wave is applied to the 
grid with the synchronizing peaks posi- 
tive so that the modulating output ill the 
plate circuit of the modulator increases to 
a Maximum value on the tips of the syn- 
chronizing peaks. This system is known 
as negative modulation and is standard in 
the United States. 

Signals corresponding to maximum 
white in a television picture produce in- 
ward modulation of the carrier, and tend 
to reduce the carrier level to substantially 
zero. Actually, there is sonne leakage of 
unniodulated carrier through the capaci- 
tances of the modulator so that absolute 
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zero, or white level, can never be obtained 
in practice. It is for this reason that in 
Fig. 1 the white level is shown as 15% 
of carrier, -}- 0, - 15 %. The - 15% tol- 
erance does not occur in practice. 

:Another system of modulation is in use 
in England, and was in general use before 
the war throughout Europe. In this sys- 
tem the composite, video wave is applied 
to the grid of the modulator so that the 
tips of the sync peaks are negative, as was 
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FIG. 36. SIGNALS WHICH OCCUR DURING THE VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL 

COMMUNICATIONS 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30) 

almost a year later. In a terse 1 -page order 
dated December 30, 1946 and released 
January 6, 1947 without further explana- 
tion, the FCC, with the agreement of the 
parties, then dismissed without prejudice 
the New York gateway proceedings and 
granted the A IIINC applications in part. 

Plenty of Nothing * The extremely limited 
nature of the AILINC grant is evidenced 
simply by a comparison of what ARINC 
requested with what it got. To serve air- 
craft flying the Europe -North America 
route, ARINC asked the FCC for 23 aero- 
nautical frequencies, and got 3; asked for 
11 aeronautical fixed frequencies, and got 
.5. 13ut even more important than the dis- 
parity in numbers was the disparity in the 
nature of the use made of the frequencies 
asked for and given. 

The frequencies ARINC asked for were, 
for the most part, authorized to the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration.' The fre- 
quencies ARINC got were those already 
authorized to ARINC and used by it prin- 
cipally in domestic operations.3 Add to 
these considerations the fact that the 
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channels granted by the FCC's order were 
all below 19 mc., and of propagation 
characteristics which prevent their effec- 
tive duplication domestically and on the 
Europe -North America route. Then it 
requires no great perspicacity to conclude 
that, substantially, ARINC's applications 
were denied. 

But the form of a decision is sometimes 
as important as its substance. As an 
examination of the narrow question be- 
fore the FCC shows, it may fairly be said 
that the ARINC New York gateway de- 

2 Of the 23 aeronautical frequencies requested by 
ARINO for air -ground -air communications with air- 
craft flying the Europe -North America route, 16 were 
authorized to the CAA New York station, WSY. The 
11 aeronautical fixed frequencies requested by ARINC 
for point -to -point communications with aeronautical 
fixed stations on the Europe -North America route 
nere all authorized to WSY at New York. 

3 The FCC's December 30, 1946 order granted 
ARINC the use of the following frequencies on the 
Europe -North Atlantic route: 4110, 6520 and 10125 
kc. for aeronautical purposes; and 2612, 4690, 6550, 
10125 and 18360 kc. for aeronautical fixed purposes. 
These aeronautical frequencies are assigned to the 
Blue chain and are used domestically in the central 
and far west states. The aeronautical fixed frequencies 
2612, 4690 and 6550 are used on a point -to -point 
circuit between Fort Worth and Mexico City; 18360 
is used on a point -to -point circuit between San Fran- 
cisco and Honolulu; and 10125 is used in the mete- 
orological North Atlantic service. 

shown in Fig. 1. 'l'he synchronizing signals 
in this system tend to cut off the carrier, 
except for leakage through the modulator. 
The anplitude of the synchronizing peaks 
is such in the positive -modulation system 
as to drive the modulator to cutoff. In this 
manner a uniform level of modulation is 
obtained on the synchronizing peaks. 

In the negative modulation system, the 
uniform level of outward modulation is 
obtained by driving the modulator, which 
can be the power output tube, to maxi - 
Ilium peak values beyond the average 
rating of the tube. In this manner a greater 
peak power is obtainable than in the posi- 
tive modulation system because the syn- 
chronizing peaks endure for only brief 
intervals of time, and the average power 
level is within ratings. 

The second advantage derived from the 
use of negative modulation has to do with 
the fact that the peak carrier amplitudes 
are constant. This is not true in the posi- 
tive modulation system where the peak 
carrier varies with the white content of 
the picture, being a maximum only when 
a highlight occurs. For this reason AVC 
can be used with the negative modulation 
system and cannot be used with the posi- 
tive modulation system. If AVC were 
used ill the British system it would tend 
to smooth out the illumination levels of 
the carrier and to compress the whites in 
the picture, thus producing a gamma cor- 
rection of varying intensity and of un- 
desirable nature. The British do not use 
AVC. Some United States receivers use 
AVC and some do not, but the important 
point is that AVC can be used when de- 
sired in this system. 

(To be continued nest month) 

cision falls in this category. The Commis- 
sion had three courses of action open to it 
in disposing of the questions raised by the 
ARINC applications and the evidence 
presented in the course of the hearing: 

1 - Denial; or 
2 - Grant; or 
3 - Grant, in part. (This last alterna- 

tive might be qualified in various ways, as 
for example, by requiring ARINC to 
share the frequencies granted, or some of 
them, with the CAA.) 

Bearing in mind that all the frequencies 
in question were legally eribject<tooassign- 
ment by theFCC for non-government use, 
and by the Interdepartment Radio Ad- 
visory Committee (acting on behalf of 
the President) for government use', an 
unqualified grant or denial of the ARINC 
applications would have had a highly 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 50) 

4 See FCC Memorandum Opinion of February 21, 
1946, in Docket No. 6988. The present two -agency 
control over the spectrum has worked in the past only 
by reason of the close coöperation' extended between 
the FCC and IRAC in frequency assignments. This 
anomalous condition, probably in no small part re- 
sponsible for the result reached in the instant case, 
clearly requires correction by the vesting in one agency 
of complete and exclusive control over the.entire radio 
spectrum. 
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NOW WE CAN RESEAL 

THE QUADRILINE 
IT'S REL's NEW 10 -KW. FM TRAiNSn1I1l'ER 

and. gf:i in pwduceinn ! 

FOR more than a ' ear, our engineer.. haN e labored to produce reliable high 
in a practical manner on the new FM band. They have employed all the con- 

ventional tubes and circuits that appeared to have possibilities. But none per- 
formed in a manner that would further enhance REL's position of leadership in 
the FBI transmitter field. 

ONCE again Eitel- McCullough have asserted their leadership in pioneering 
new tube designs for high frequency, high power applications. They have 

developed an internal anode tetrode which, in conjunction with the REL Quad - 
riline System, solved the problem. Four of these tubes in our 10 -kw. Quadriline 
transmitter easily deliver 13 kw. to a properly terminated transmission line. .1t 
the transmitter's rated power, where the system shows an over -all efficiency in 
excess of 80%, the tubes are only coasting! 

11M broadcasters will be particularly interested in the following features of 
REL's revolutionary but obviously sensible and practical 10 -kw. transmitter 

design: 
I. Low Filament Power - only 150 watts per tube. 

2. Low 'fttbe Cost - replacement tubes cost $108 each. 

3. Driving Power - the 10 -kw. Quadriline transmitter can be driven with approxi- 
mately 1/2 kw. The REL 1 -kw. driver has more than twice the power needed. 

4. High Efficiency - the REL Quadriline eliminates RF currents usually en- 
countered in transmitter housings, thereby preventing power losses due to this 
condition. 
5. Quiet Operation - although an abundance of air is employed to insure long 
tube life, sound- proofing is a simple matter because there are no circulating 
currents in the housing. 
6. Metering - there is continuously visual screen grid metering for each tube. 
These meters provide most of the information required to insure steady and 
efficient transmitter performance. 
7. Continuous Operation - filament failure in one tube will not take the trans- 
mitter off the air. 

is the only manufacturer in the field to employ tetrodes in its complete 
R EL 

line of transmitters, up to and including 10 kw. We offer the Quadriline 
transmitter with the firm conviction that it has no equal in the FM field today. 
For further details, address: 

R %DIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, INC. 

LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y. 

RELIABLE ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP 
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WWVBROADCASTS 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27) tin 

Distance Range of Reception * Of the radio 
frequencies on the air at a given time, the 
lowest provides service to short distances, 
and the highest to great distances..Re- 
liable reception is in general possible at 
all times throughout the United States 
and the North Atlantic Ocean, and fair 
reception throughout the world 

A. By tuning to the different frequen- 
cies and selecting the one Most suitable at 
that time. For nighttime conditions over 
the propagation path, lower frequencies 
than those used during the day are usu- 
ally necessary because of skip, but re- 
ceived intensities on those frequencies 
are much greater than for daytime con- 
ditions. 

B. By making use of techniques of pre- 
diction of usable frequencies. 

In spite of the great number of varia- 
bles affecting radio wave propagation and 
distance range, techniques exist for the 
prediction of usable frequencies over any 
specific path during any future month. 
By means of such techniques and the 
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory's 
forecast service, it is possible for a user to 
prepare for his locality a graph or table 
showing the best frequency for any period 
of the day in any month, three months in 
advance. Monthly publications giving 
these techniques and forecasts I can be 

r " Basic Radio Propagations Three -Months in 
Advance" available from the Superintendent of 
Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Wash- 
ington, D. C. 15¢ per copy, or $1.50 per year. 

obtained by writing to Central Radio 
Propagation Laboratory, National Bu- 
reau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C. 

For continuous 94 -hour reception with- 
out a break, the use of more than one re- 

there are receivable WWV frequencies at 
the location, leaving them all in operation 
continuously and combining their out- 
puts. 

The Bureau welcomes reports on recep- 

OSCILLOSCOPE VIEW OF 400 AND 4,400 

ceiver and antenna is necessary. Willi 
skilled operators to anticipate times for 
frequency shifting, and with schedules 
prepared as under (B) above as a guide, 
it may be possible in some cases to oper- 
ate continuously with two receivers. For 
maximum certainty of reception, it is 
necessary to employ as many receivers as 

CYCLES AS TRANSMITTED FROM WWV 

tion, methods of use, or special applica- 
tions of the service, particularly with 
reference to the higher frequencies which 
have been added recently. Correspond- 
ence should be addressed to: Central 
Radio Propagation Laboratory, National 
Bureau of Standards, Washington 95, 
D. C. 

Z -ANGLE METER 

Some surprising discrepancies between 
calculated and actual characteristics of 
elements in radio circuits are being dis- 
closed by measurements made with the 
new z -angle meter. A development of 
Technology Instrument Corporation, 
10.58-F Main Street, Waltham, Mass., 
this instrument is designed to measure 
the impedance and phase angle, over a 
range of 30 to 20,000 cycles, of such 
components as loudspeakers, micro- 
phones, transformers, transmission lines, 
phonograph pickups, and input and out- 
put circuits of amplifiers. 

Balanced adjustment. is accomplished 
by a single knob carrying a scale cali- 
brated directly in impedance. Phase angle 
is shown by a direct- reading meter. Sup- 
plementary scales are provided on the 
dial to indicate the dissipation factor D of 
condensers and the storage coefficient Q 
of inductors. Also, to indicate whether 
the phase angle is leading or lagging, a 
button is provided to cut in an additional 
condenser. The sign of the phase angle, 
therefore, is determined by noting the 
direction of the resultant change in phase 
angle reading. 

The instrument covers .5 to 100,000 
ohms impedance in 4 ranges, accurate to 
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± 1% over the main decade on each 
scale. As a general- purpose laboratory 
instrument, the readings cover .5 to 100,- 
000 ohms, 5 microhenries to 500 henries, 
.001 to 10,000 mfd., as Well as Q of .1 to 

Z -ANGLE METER READS IMPEDANCE AND 
PHASE ANGLE AT 30- 20,000 CYCLES 

10 and D of 10 to .1 by direct reading. 
For impedance measurements, a bal- 

anced amplifier and VT voltmeter are 
used to provide a null balance. Only the 
impedance balance is required to read the 
value in ohms from the dial. When this 
balance is. obtained, the voltages across 
the resistance standard and unknown im- 
pedance, and across the outputs of the 
balanced amplifier are equal in magnitude 
but not in phase. However, when the 
outputs of the balanced amplifier are 
switched to parallel connection, the re- 
sulting voltage is a direct measure of the 
phase angle of the unknown impedances 
Thus the VT voltmeter can be calibrated 
in degrees of the phase angle. This also 
shows Q - Tangent 0, and D = cotan- 
gent O. 

EMPLOYEE EDUCATION 
During 1 947, General Electric will 

spend $1,000,000 on employee education. 
One -fourth of this will be used for the 
Student Engineer or Test Course, in 
which 3,000 employees are participating. 
Over 400 others will take the Business 
Training Course in accounting and busi- 
ness administration. Altogether, 60 
courses are conducted throughout the 
Company's six operating departments. 
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The new 9728.410P high volt- 
age AN connector insert, 
newest addition to the Am- 
phenol family. It is one of 
more than 200 types avail- 
able for use with the five 
basic shells shown. 

I ammo l ui ait 

AN AMPHENOL EXCLUSIVE III 
Non- rotating solder terminals 5 

and aligned solder wells 

s 

Amphenol terminals do not ro- 
GG tate, and they are properly 

G 
G 

Q aligned for fast, easy soldering. 
111 

GO 
G 

Q p 
Ask the men on your produc- 

p ç G p p tion line how many hours a day 
G G Q 

GAG p G p this feature will save. Other ex- 5 
- iv, 

Q 
clusive features of Amphenol - w AN connectors will be described II 

Ilin a later issue. . 
1111111111111.1.11111.11111111111111111111001111 

N Connectors 

our Profit Potential 
Standardized AN connectors provide a fast, fool- 

proof way to connect any industrial electronic 
equipment which frequently must be disconnec- 

ted from associated equipment or power source. 

Their use also permits the prefabrication of asso- 

ciated wiring to accommodate one or many cir- 

cuits. This greatly simplifies and lowers the cost 

of electronic installations. AN connectors also 
permit such equipment to be completely tested at 
the factory before shipment to user. Upon arrival 
it then can be connected for operation in minutes. 

These advantages combine to widen the field in 

which electronics may practicably be applied. 
Thus they offer an increased sales and profit 

potential to makers of electronic devices. 

The Amphenol AN connector family offers you a 
number of important points of mechanical and 
electrical superiority. It is comprised of over 200 

styles of dielectric inserts. These are interchange- 

able in any of the five major Amphenol metal 
shell designs (each of which is available in 

eighteen sizes). The practically endless variety of 

possible combinations offers an efficient solution 
to any industrial electronic connector problem. 

Amphenol inserts handle currents up to 200 am- 

peres, voltages up to 22,000. Housings include 
types which are pressure -proof, moisture -proof 

and explosion proof. Standard elements also are 
available for thermocouple installations. 

Amphenol, long the leading builder of AN con- 

nectors for aircraft, ships, tanks and ordnance, is 

still completely tooled for large scale production. 
This makes these connectors available to in- 

dustry at costs far below prewar levels. Write 

today for complete technical and cost data. 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 
1830 SOUTH 54TH AVENUE, CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS 

COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS. FITTINGS AND CONDUIT ANTENNAS RAOID COMPONENTS PLASTICS FOR ELECTRONICS 
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Simpson Model 260 Volt- Ohm-Milliammeter 
There has never been any serious question, since its intro- 
duction several years ago, that the Simpson Model 260 is 
the world's finest high sensitivity set tester for television 
and radio servicing. It has always been in advance of its 
field because it has been kept there by Simpson design 
and Simpson manufacture. Today the statement we have 
often made is truer than ever : that you cannot touch its 
precision, its useful ranges, or its sensitivity in any other 
instrument of equal price or selling for substantially more. 

You need only remove Model 260 from its handsome 
case of black, molded bakelite to see how it differs from 
other instruments. Look at the sub -panel -here are a score 
of small recesses, each one holding a separate resistor. All 
connections are short and direct, eliminating the need for 
cable wiring. Here is a kind of strength and firmness of 
assembly you will not see elsewhere, the finest of insula- 
tion with reduced chances of shorts, the highest degree of 
accessibility of components. The front panel shows simi- 
lar refinements: pin jacks firmly set into molded recesses 
so that there are no exposed metal parts on the panel; all 
figures and symbols molded into the heavy bakelite panel, 
then filled with white, so that they have greatest legibility 
and longest wearing qualities. 

These refinements are, of course, what you expect from 
a manufacturer able to produce a circuit design and meter 
movement construction that have made this the most 
wanted set tester ever marketed. 

e T 
JUST ROLL IT UP 
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* All this, and the Roll Top Safety Case, too - 
Simpson has a new kind of answer to the carrying case 
problem - the Roll Top Safety Case. Here's how we do it: 
we take the Model 260, place it inside a housing of heavily 
molded bakelite, and permanently fasten it there. Instru- 
ment and case become one unit. Beneath the instrument 
is a compartment for test leads. Over the face of the instru- 
ment a roll top (of molded Bakelite, too) slides up to open, 
down to close, the case. With a flick of the finger you roll 
it up and out of sight and the instrument is ready to use. 
Another flick, and the roll top is down and the instru- 
ment is ready to carry, and fully protected. With the Roll 
Top Safety Case you cannot leave your carrying case 
behind. It is never in the way. And you have constant; 
important protection to your 260 from damage, whether in 
use or not. 

The Model 260, like other Simpson test equipment, is 
made almost entirely within the various Simpson plants. 
Each component part has been designed and completely 
tooled and manufactured in our own plants, with very 
unimportant exceptions. The Simpson Model 260 is not 
an assembly job, as is true of so many testers onthe mar- 
ket. Its unvarying quality is the result of control at every 
minute step of its manufacture. That is why your invest- 
ment in a Simpson Model 260 is a lifetime investment in 
that famous Simpson accuracy which lasts as long as the 
instrument itself. 

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY 
5200 -5218 W. Kinzie Street, Chicago 44, I11. 
In Canada, Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ont. 

INSTRUMENTS THAT STAY ACCURATE 

SIMPSON 260, HIGH SENSITIVITY SET TESTER FOR TELEVISION AND RADIO SERVICING 
Ranges to 5000 Volts -Both A.C. and D.C. 

20,000 Ohms per Volt D.C. 
1000 Ohms per Volt A.C. 

At 20,000 ohms per volt, this instrument vi far 
more sensitive than any other instrument even 
approaching its price and quality. The practically 
negligible current consumption assures remarkably 
accurate full scale voltage readings. D.C. current 
readings as low as 1 microampere and up to IO 
amperes are available. 

Resistance readings are equally dependable. Tests 
up to 20 megohms and as low as 1/2 ohm can be 

made. With this super sensitive instrument you can 
measure automatic frequency control diode balanc- 
ing circuits, grid currents of oscillator tubes and 
power tube, bias of power detectors, automatic 
volume control diode currents, rectified radio fre- 
quency current, high -mu triode plate voltage and 
a wide range of unusual conditions which cannot 
be checked by ordinary servicing instruments. 
Model 260 $38.95 
Model 260, in Roll Top Safety Case . $43.75 

Both complete with test leads 
ASK YOUR JOBBER 
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RANGES 

Volts D.C. Volts A.C. Milli- Micro - 
(At 20,000 ohms (At 1,000 ohms amperes amperes 

per volt) per volt) Output D.C. D.C. Ohms 

2.5 2.5 2.5 V. 10 100 0 -2000 (12 ohms center) 
100 0- 200,000 (1200 ohms center) 10 

50 
250 

1000 
5000 

10 
50 

250 
1000 
.5000 

10 
50 

250 
1000 
5000 

V. 
V. 
V. 
V. 
V. 

500 Amperes D.C. 0 -20 Megohms (120,000 ohms center) 
10 

(5 Decibel ranges: -10 to -52 DB) 
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NEW! 

Presto's 

Dual- Motor, 

Direct Drive! 

0. The new Presto 64 -A transcription unit combines a number of rad- 
ical improvements which are of first importance to broadcast stations, 
recording studios, and industrial and wired music operators. 

The turntable is directly gear -driven at both 33% and 78.26 rpm and two separate motors are employed - one for each speed. Speed may be changed instantly at any time by turning a mercury switch, without damage to the mechanism. No frictional, planetary, or belt 
operated elements are used in this new drive mechanism. 
01. The following points are of interest : Motors -Two 1800 rpm syn- chronous. Speed -Total speed error is zero. Noise -At least 50 db 
below program. Starting -Table on speed in less than one - eighth revolution at 33% rpm. Adjustment- Construction is very rugged and 
no attention whatsoever is required - except lubrication. 

Brand of reproducer is at the customer's discretion 

STORECORDING CORPORATION 

242 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y. Walter P. Downs, Ltd., in Canada 

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT & DISCS 
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1ic ar 
see 4'h/ 

-- VACO 
screw drivers 

These transparent 
Amberyl plastic handles 

tell their story at a glance... 

break -proof strength, shock -proof 

safety...shafts and bits of the finest steel alloy, treated 

to insure lasting dependability on every type of job. 

There are 173 types of 

Vaco screw drivers. Type shown 

above is de- 

signed to take care of 

many radio requirements. 

0 311 E.ONTAR10 
ST 

CHICAGO it. Ill.. 
rANAfpn ...- .e a. o 

560 K I N G 
W I V STREIT 

ono 

Write for catalog. 

FM FM 

INTRODUCING MODEL FMF -2 TUNER 

Tuning range 87.5 to 108.5 megacycles. 
Positive mechanical drive -no backlash. 
180 degree dial rotation. 
Image ratio is 120 -1 minimum. 
Input matches 300 ohm line. 
There is no perceptible frequency drift from a cold start (8 kc). 
Tracking error is 3 DB or less. 
Intermediate frequency to be used 10.7 megacycles. 
Tube complement: 6AK5 mixer, 6C4 local oscillator. 
Units are completely aligned at factory. 
Chassis size: 41/2" x 41/2 ". (Mounting hole dimension 3' /e" 
x 37/8") 
Voltage requirements: 6.3 volts at .45 amp./100 volts. 

See your jobber or write for catalogue 

RADIO TUNING DEVICES 
392 STATE STREET STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT 

dune 1947 formerly 1'31. and Fi/ I 11 1 I.I.I.I rlillls, 

It's Better Because It's Bendix! 

Aviation Standard 

hendi DYNAMOTORS 

Bendix* -world famous for r to 
P 

fliKht aviation 

y -now 
availahle 

the radio 

industry 
these low-cost 

D. C. 1 ransformers. Special) Y designed and low 
Standard dpurñe 

for long life, light weight, and 
51/4 inches. run 234, 

%6, 
output. 

12 to 1 100 volts and from 
0 

5, 
412, S 

Continuous 
duty- 

m 

' 
00 

wafts Intermittent 

Ringlet dual, and triple toutpu 
Il rile to 1 

and unregulated 
output. 

ou these he 
address 

belote for detailed your power requirements. information 
other 

ors to "eel 
*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF, 

STANDARD RATINGS 

Model 

DA58A 
DMA 
DA77A 
DAIF 
DATA 

Frame 
Size 

Input 
Volts 

Output 
Volts 

Output 
Watts 

Approx. 
Weight 

23/4" 
37/6" 
4" 
41/2" 
51/4" 

1 4 
14 

5.5 
25 
26.5 

250 
230 
600 
540 

1050 

1 5 
23 

104 
243 
420 

2 lb. 1 2 oz. 
51b. 
91b. 12 oz 

11 lb. 8oz. 
261b. 10 oz. 

RED BANK DIVISION o 

Red Bank, New Jersey 
ßen 

AVIATION CORPORATION 
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First 
and 
Foremost 

in 
014 

01x' 
First with FM in West Virginia and the 

Southeast. 
First in Fine Music (both popular and 

classical) . 

First in local programming and exclu- 
sive special events broadcasts. 

First in the promotion of FM, radio's 
Finest Medium. 

FM! 

First to offer virtually perfect service 
to nearly 1,000,000 people in the 
Smokeless Coal Empire of Southern 
West Virginia, Virginia and Kentucky 
eight hours daily on 101.1 mc. 

OUR FIRST RATE -CARD WILL SOON BE AVAILABLE ! 

3,000 WATTS 

COMMUNICATIONS 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 42) 

WCFC 
BECKLEY, W. VA. 

significant impact upon the practical reso- 
lution of the question as to whether in- 
ternational operational communications 
are to be privately or governmentally 
handled. Assume, for example, that the 
ARINC applications had been granted at 
New York. There is little doubt that ap- 
plications for private facilities at other 
international terminals would then have 
followed speedily,b both at points where 

5 ARINC counsel so indicated in his opening state- 
ment at the FCC hearing on the New York applica- 
tions. See pp. 22, 23, Vol. 1, FCC Docket 6988. 
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the CAA is now a- uthorized as well as at 
new international points where neither 
ARINC or the CAA is presently author- 
ized. Conversely, outright denial of the 
ARINC applications would have had a 
very marked adverse effect on the institu- 
tion of private facilities for company -type 
operational communications at interna- 
tional points, in two ways. 

First, if the New York applications had 
been unqualifiedly denied, it would be 
highly unlikely that industry would plan 
or apply for facilities at other international 
terminals where the CAA was already 
operating. Secondly, even applications for 
facilities at new international points in- 
volving substantial outlays could hardly 

be undertaken by a prudent management 
in the absence of any clear policy that the 
CAA, when ready, might not also be au- 
thorized to operate at the same point, and 
with the same frequencies. 

FCC Straddle * The significance of the 
FCC's gateway decision, therefore, flows 
as much from what the Commission failed 
to do, as from what it did. Actually, in 
granting the applications in part on the 
basis above outlined, the FCC merely 
preserved the uncertainty previously ex- 
isting as to whether international avia- 
tion communications of an operational 
nature should be handled by industry or 
government. 

While the Delphic nature of the Com- 
mission's decision therefore makes it diffi- 
cult to predict with assurance what poli- 
cies the Commission will follow in future 
international aviation communications 
cases raising this general question, it 
does seem reasonably clear that: 

1. Frequency availability permitting, 
the FCC has no objection to authorizing 
industry facilities at international points 
already served by the CAA. (This is the 
precise holding of the New York gateway 
decision. In effect, the Commission said 
to the industry : You don't have to take 
service from the CAA at New York if you 
can get by on the 8 frequencies hereby au- 
thorized for your use at that terminal for 
the Europe -North America route.) 

e. In considering frequency availability 
for industry facilities at international 
terminals already served by the CAA, it 
is not likely that the FCC, although em- 
powered to do so, will assign for industry 
use any frequencies presently authorized 
for CAA use at such terminals. (The New 
York gateway decision, strictly inter- 
preted, stands as a precedent for no more 
than the principle formulated in the pre- 
ceding paragraph. But since no CAA - 
authorized frequencies were granted to 
ARINC at New York, despite the ARINC 
showing of little or no use on many of the 
CAA frequencies authorized there, this 
second principle, too, seems reasonably 
clear.) 

3. If a need exists for communication 
facilities at any new international termi- 
nal where the CAA is not affording serv- 
ice, an industry application for appropri- 
ate facilities will be granted by the FCC. 
(If, as stated at 1 above, the FCC has no 
objection, frequency availability permit- 
ting, to authorizing industry facilities at 
an international terminal where CAA 
facilities already existed, the authoriza- 
tion of industry facilities where there are 
no CAA facilities represents an a fortiori 
case for a grant.) 

4. If industry facilities are authorized 
by the FCC at an international terminal 
where no CAA service is given, and if the 
CAA were later to apply to IRAC for the 
use of any of the frequencies so authorized 
to ARINC, it is likely that the FCC, to 

(CONCLUDED ON PAGE 51) 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 50) 

the extent that its membership in IRAC 
permits, would oppose the grant to CAA 

of any frequencies previously authorized 
to industry use at the point involved. 
(This fourth conclusion does not follow 

from the New York gateway decision as 

clearly as the preceding conclusions. How- 

ever, if the FCC declined to authorize the 
use of any CAA -authorized frequencies to 
ARINC at New York, it would, by a 

parity of reasoning, be opposed to au- 
thorizing the use of any ARINC- author- 
ized frequencies to the CAA at any points 
where CAA sought to duplicate an existing 
1RINC service.) 

A Matter for the Congress * The combined 
impact of these separate conclusions 
makes it entirely clear that the FCC's 
New York gateway decision has not dis- 

posed of the question that has long trou- 
bled the aviation industry: shall all inter- 
national operational communications be 

privately or governmentally handled? 
Careful analysis of the action taken by 

the FCC with respect to the ARINC ap- 
plications at New York shows, in fact. 
that the Commission was at pains not to 

attempt to settle this question. Its de- 

cision has so carefully preserved the status 
in quo that it amounts to little more than 
a declaration that the FCC is not the 
proper forum to decide whether all inter- 
national operational communications shall 
be privately or governmentally handled. 
If, therefore, either a government or in- 

dustry monopoly is to be established in 

the international aviation field for opera- 
tional communications, in lieu of the dis- 
integrated government- industry operation 
that presently exists at several points in 

the United States, it is now clear that the 
path to be pursued must be delineated by 
the Congress. 

Further effort to settle this question 
should be watched closely by all U.S. com- 
munications services, for it may have a 
bask bearing on FCC planning for the 
assignment of all communications fre- 
quencies. 

HARVEY FM RECEIVER 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24) 

cross currents in the rotor have been 
blocked off by insulating the center section 
of the rotor shaft. 

Erie ceramic trimmers are used through- 
out the receiver to insure long -lasting 
alignment. Advantage is taken of their 
temperature compensating characteristics 
in maintaining proper IF alignment. 

This description may raise the question 
as to whether or not an appreciable 
improvement in performance results from 
such extreme refinement of design. From 
actual listening experience, we can answer 
this definitely in thz affirmative. Such a 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 52) 
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Buffalo's Pioneer 

Frequency -Modulation Station 

BEN-F 

Another Radio Service of the 

BUFFALO EVENING NEWS 

O 0 

WELD.. .. WATTS, 
oGRANTED. 

OHIO'S FIRST 911 

I /DATION, 
COLUMBUS 

Established in March, 1940, WELD is the symbol of FM 

in Central Ohio! 

Now on the air with 35,000 watts, WELD is the Nation's 
most powerful station on the higher FM band. When 
equipment is available, this power will be increased to 
60,000 watts. 

"A World Pioneer in FM" 
Radio At Its 

I Best for 

a 
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1,188,967 

D E L 

Central 
Ohioans 
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WGHF 
THE FINCH FM- FACSIMILE STATION 

Presenting more and more live- talent 

shows for listeners within 70 miles of 
New York City. Now operating on 

2 kw., soon on full power of 7.2 kw. 

Hours of operation: 3:00 to 9:00 p.m. 

FREQUENCY 101.1 MC. 

Studios and Transmitter: 10 E. 40th St., New York City 

Telephone Lexington 2 -4927 

QA New ERA 
in the Çreat Southwesc I! 

KERA 
First FM station in the Southwest's Biggest 
Billion Dollar Market - Dallas and Fort 
Worth - operating nine hours daily 
with 14,000 watts radiated power. 

94.3 Mc. K ERA -FM 
'Dallas, Texas 

Channel 2 3 2 
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HARVEY FM RECEIVER 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 51) 

receiver is required to take advantage of 
the full capabilities of a high -quality 
speaker system. However, we might add 
this note for the benefit of FM broad- 
casters: Such an FM receiver installation 
shows up very clearly any deficiencies in 
the design, adjustment, or operation of an 
FM transmitter. 

FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36) 

ple interrupting capacity to protect the 
entire transmitter. 

The filament voltage of all tubes in the 
10 -kw. amplifier is continuously variable 
from the front panel. In addition, means 
are provided for separate filament voltage 
adjustment of each final amplifier tube. 
The filament currents of the two tubes 
have a 90- degree phase relation between 
them to reduce amplitude -modulation 
hum on the output carrier, and a feedback 
amplifier is used to reduce carrier ampli- 
tude- modulation to an extremely low 
level. A power- factor correction capacitor 
compensates the filament transformer 
power factor to reduce the power line 
KVA requirement. 

Filament and plate voltage are inter- 
locked with air flow. The plate contactor 
is reclosed automatically in case of power 
line failure of short duration or plate 
overload. A transmission line directional 
power relay removes plate power in case 
of reflected power because of transmission 
line or antenna arc -over, and automati- 
cally operates the recloser circuit. A 
complete supervisory light system is in- 
cluded to indicate any fault causing pro- 
tective relays to operate. 

25 -Kw. Transmitter * The 25 -kw. amplifier is 
a unit similar to the 50 -kw. design. The 
plate power supply is reduced in rating, 
and the amplifier can be driven with the 
3 -kw. transmitter. The tubes and RF 
circuits of the 25- and 50 -kw. amplifiers 
are identical. Therefore, the discussion 
will continue in detail with the 50 -kw. 
unit. 

50 -Kw. Transmitter * A standard 10 -kw. 
transmitter, with a rectifier and control 
cabinet added on the left and a high - 
power RF amplifier added on the right, 
comprise the major part of the equip- 
ment. Air -cooling equipment, a power and 
control cabinet, and a transmission -line 
cutback switch are also provided. The 
rectifier and amplifier cabinets are 6 ft. 
wide by 4 ft. deep. The overall length of 
the 50 -kw. equipment is 26 ft. 4 ins. 

The power amplifier stage consists of 
two type Z -1432 tubes in a balanced push - 
pull grounded -grid class C stage. These 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 53) 
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FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 52) 

tubes are very similar in construction to 
those in the 10 -kw. amplifier, except that 
they are physically larger. The Z -1432 has 
been especially designed for operation in 
grounded -grid circuits. The operating 
characteristics are such that the 10 -kw. 
transmitter will drive the 50 -kw. amplifier 
with an adequate margin of safety. 

The filament or input circuit of 
the grounded -grid amplifier is half -wave 
tuned. Power is coupled into this circuit 
from the 10 -kw. amplifier by means of a 
balanced coupling loop. Unbalanced to 
balanced drive is accomplished in a man- 
ner identical with that of the 10 -kw. 
amplifier. Cooling air is drawn through 
the anode radiators and down through the 
plate lines. Design features include front - 
of -panel filament voltage control, inde- 
pendent control of power amplifier tube 
filament voltages, instantaneously delta - 
wye switching of the rectifier plate trans- 
former, quarter -phase operation of power 
amplifier and rectifier tube filaments, and 
complete supervisory light system for 
location of faults. 

The entire 50 -kw. transmitter operates 
from 460 volts, 3- phase, 50 or 60 cycles. 
All power amplifier filament circuits and 
the entire 10 -kw. section of the transmit- 
ter operate from 230 volts derived through 
a 2 -to -1 step -down transformer. All con- 
trol circuit voltages are 115 volts, isolated 
from the main power source. 

Plate voltage, about 7,000 volts, is 
supplied to the power amplifier by 6 type 
GL -869B tubes in 3- phase, full -wave con- 
nection. A seventh tube can be main- 
tained heated in a spare position. 

Emergency operation is possible with 
the output transmission line cutback to 
the 10 -kw. amplifier. Under these condi- 
tions, all power including filaments and 
air blower can be removed from the 50 -kw. 
amplifier, and tube changing or servicing 
done while operating at reduced power. 
As in the 10 -kw. amplifier, a directional 
power transmission line relay removes 
plate power in case of transmission lines or 
antenna arc -over, and automatically 
operates the plate recloser circuit. 

Conclusion * In the design of the equip- 
ments just described, the following objec- 
tives have been met with a minimum of 
compromise. 

1. Modulation is produced simply with- 
out sacrificing direct crystal control of the 
carrier frequency. 

e. Construction is such as to provide 
complete accessibility to all components. 

3. The design has been coördinated so 
that changing to a higher power rating 
requires only the addition of an amplifier 
block. No mechanical reconstruction is 
necessary; only electrical inter- connec- 
tions are needed. 

(CONCLUDED ON PAGE 54) 

The Patent Guide You Have Been Waiting For! 

' Cloth 
71/2° X 103" 
480 Pages 

Order Now, Edition Limited 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

PATENT INDEX, 1946 

A master compilation of over 2000 elec- 

tronics patents arranged for rapid reference. 

First book of its kind ever published 

During 1946 the U. S. Patent Office granted over 2000 elec- 
tronics patents. Here in this single volume is the complete collection 
reproduced in entirety from the 52 weekly issues of the Patent 
Office Gazette issued during 1946. Each electronic patent 
included gives patent title, number, inventor, assignee, illus- 
trations, etc. All patents are conveniently arranged under more 
than 90 subject headings. Here is a wealth of new information 
on circuits, components, manufacturing methods, etc. 

PRICE $14.50 

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH 

PUBLISHING COMPANY 

2 -4 WEST 46TH ST. 
NEW YORK 19, N. Y. 

Send for descriptive circular 

Now Available. 1946 Supplement 
to the 1925 -1945 Edition of 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

MASTER INDEX 
Covering the important one and one -half year period 
from July 1945 to December 1946, and including over 
3000 miscellaneous entries, this supplement contains over 
7500 new bibliographical listings arranged under more 
than 400 subject headings. A special feature is the 
classified compilation of MANUFACTURERS' CATALOGS. 

Order Now. Edition Limited 

230 pages $14.50 
Send for descriptive literature 

TELEVISION 
HANDBOOK 
BY MADISON CAWEIN 

THE first chapter of the 
Television Handbook was 
published in the six issues 
of FM AND TELEVISION 
for December, 1946 to 
April, 1947. 

If you missed any of these 
installments, the back is- 
sues are still available at 
500 each, or $2.00 for the 
complete set of six copies. 

Send your order promptly 
for the supply of copies is 
limited. Address: 

FM AND TELEVISION 

Great Barrington, Mass. 
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inch 
first in facsimile 

for broadcasting and point - 
to -point communication! 
FINCH TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

INCORPORATED 
SALES OFFICE: 

10 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 
FACTORIES: PASSAIC, N. J. 
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WIDE BAND HIGH GAIN 

SUPERECEPTOR 
(CODE: FMTV 44216) 

SIN - ~ij1, Mifia ao' ;I ill8 wh ni® ` , 
Theoretical field pattern 

at 180 me 

I,'r,',, 
I ,jr' tt...ít1 tr$í4/ I 
"'All Of 

. 

Theoretical field pattern 
at 80 mc 

* Blanket coverage 44 to 216 

megacycles (1 3 television 
channels) 

* Complete with fittings and 

transmission line 

* Rugged, all -weather construc- 

tion, easy fo install 

* Feather weight, polished alu- 

minum construction 

* Pretuned at factory for high 

gain at all frequencies 

* Relatively free from para- 

sitic noise pick -up 

* Available with reflectors 

ANTENNA 
for FM and 
Television 

Here's an FM and Television antenna 
designed from the installer's point of 
view. Easy to install, built for years 
of trouble -free service, it's factory 
pretuned for high gain at all fre- 
quencies from 44 to 216 Megacycles - requires no adjustment in the field. 
Improves the performance of any 
set. Reflectors available for elimina- 
tion of ''ghosts" and for special di- 
rectional effects. The FMTV 44216 
is available through jobber channels. 

INTERSTATE MFG. CORPORATION 
GENERAL OFFICES: 138 SUSSEX AVE., NEWARK 4, N. J. LABORATORIES: BOONTON, N. 1 

COIL KITS for FM 
and TELEVISION 

COMPLETE KITS CONSIST OF 
FM DISCRIMINATOR AND 3 FM 

I. F. COILS 
Discriminators in Standard Sizes (1su" 
square by 3" long) and Midget Sizes (4" 
square by 1 '6" long) - wound on pre- 
cision ground Steatite - coil winding 
shunted with silver micas - iron core 
tuned with newly developed high fre- 
quency powdered iron, providing excellent 
stability and wave shape. Standard Sizes 
for high quality consoles. Midget Sizes for 
exceptionally small FM outfits and in- 
expensive designs. 

Send for latest Catalog of Stan - 
wyck High Quality Components 

STANWYCK WINDING CO. 
102-106 South Landers St., Newburgh, N. Y J 
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H4 COMMUNICATIONS 
CRYSTAL 

Can be supplied in a frequency range of 1800 

kc. to 20 mc. Pin spacing is 3 " and pin di- 
ameter is W. Quartz plates are pressure 
mounted between stainless steel electrodes. 
Unit will stand maximum vibration. Our 
"Stabilizing". process prevents frequency 
shifts due to age. 

Send for Illustrated Catalog 

The JAMES KNIGHTS CO. 
SANDWICH, ILLINOIS 

FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 53) 

4. Control circuits provide t Ire utmost 
in protection to personnel, tubes, and 
components without sacrificing relia- 
bility. 

5. Simplicity of design has resulted in a 
line of transmitting equipment that is 
simple to adjust, and capable of long, re- 
liable operation. 

FACSIMILE IS READY 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20) 

This requires an AF band width from 
750 to 3,750 cycles. To transmit the tone 
shades of photographs, a sub -carrier of 
2.3 X 1,500 cycles is needed, or an AF 
band from about 2,000 to 5,000 cycles. 
This is within the flat -response range of all 
reasonably good FM receivers. 

These figures must be doubled if the 
recording width is increased to 8.2 ins. 
This brings us back to the receiver design, 
and receiver cost. Using a 3,500 -cycle note 
for high- quality 4.1 -in. facsimile requires 
flat receiver response of 2,000 to 5,000 
cycles. That is within reason, for the 
average FM receiver will meet that re- 
quirement. But when the width is dou- 
bled, the frequency of the transmitted 
note roust be increased to 7,000 cycles, and 
the audio band widened to 4,000 to 10,000 
cycles. That is considerably beyond the 
range of flat response in moderately - 
priced FM receivers. Thus, the very ex- 
pensive 8.2 -in. recorder requires a higher - 
priced receiver to operate it. 

The engineers' contribution of research 
and development has carried facsimile to 
the point of commercial practicability and 
application. Now production and mer- 
chandising experts must carry the ball. 
To be sure, there are more technical re- 
finements to be made, but if the final 
determination of standards is left entirely 
to engineers, facsimile will never emerge 
from the laboratory as a marketable 
service. 

In that connection, we recall that, dur- 
ing the FM hearings at the FCC, Mr. 
Porter, who was then Chairman, virtually 
chased some of the radio industry's best 
business brains out of the witness stand 
because they could not qualify as propa- 
gation experts. 

When the matter of facsimile standards 
comes up for hearing, it is expected that 
Chairman Denny will give the business 
men, upon whom the commercial success 
of facsimile will finally depend, a chance 
to discuss the engineering aspects in terms 
of salable merchandise. We shan't get far 
with home facsimile if it is priced out of 
demand by standards which make the 
cost prohibitive. 

Starting Facsimile Service * The establish- 
ment of standards Merely brings facsimile 
up to the starting line, but does not set it 

(CONCLUDED ON PAGE 55) 
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FACSIMILE IS READY 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 54) 

moving toward the goal of nation -wide 
operation. In fact, it only raises the ques- 
tion as to when it will start, and how. 

For all the interest shown by news- 
papers, nothing they have done so far 
indicates any intention to provide con- 
tinuous, scheduled facsimile transmission. 
Rather, it appears that they are only 
interested to know what facsimile can do, 
in order to appraise it as a potential com- 
petitor. 

After all, why should a newspaper go 
into facsimile unless it is forced to do so 
by some other organization that might 
embark on this service as a means of en- 
tering the newspaper field with no more 
investment than the cost of an FM 
station? 

Before newspapers will have a reason 
to start facsimile broadcasting, home re- 
corders must be sold. That's not a pub- 
lisher's business. Many newspapers op- 
erate broadcast stations, but they have 
never sold radio sets. 

So there are two reasons why news- 
papers will not take the initiative in get- 
ting facsimile under way. Starting this 
service calls for the combined efforts of 
those who will have a profit need and 
reason for the undertaking. 

For example, if a manufacturer of fac- 
simile equipment, an FM set manufac- 
turer, and a broadcaster get together, that 
combination will contain the elements of 
aggressive, successful promotion because 
each will take a profit from performing the 
function for which he is organized. 

The manufacture of recorders is as 
foreign to a radio plant as the produc- 
tion of variable condensers or record - 
changers. Facsimile equipment manufac- 
turers have no setup for selling recorders 
to the public. And since they must be sold 
with receivers designed to operate them, 
the radio manufacturers are the logical 
choice for handling sales and service, 
through their established dealers. Finally, 
the broadcasters' business is to create, sell, 
and transmit programs. 

When and wherever these elements are 
brought together, we shall have the be- 
ginning of public facsimile service. Once 
it starts on a continuing, scheduled basis, 
it will spread rapidly because 1) it will be 
a tremendously valuable service, 2) it 
will be a highly effective advertising me- 
dium, 3) the cost of equipment required 
for facsimile broadcasting is very small, 
and 4) the additional cost for an FM re- 
ceiver with a 4.1 -in. recorder can be 
brought to less than $100. 

There are the commercial possibilities. 
They will become realities, however, only 
if the standards, as finally established 
by the FCC, assure commercial produc- 
tion of home recorders at a price that will 
permit the development of a mass market 
and mass production. 
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PILOT 
LIGHT 
ASSEMBLIES! 

They do the job better 

and more economically 
DRAKE Socket and Jewel Light Assem- 

cost no more than ordinary types. There blies are built to highest standards, yet 

is a COMPLETE selection of standard 

types, 
is 

d" Type , BaYOnet, Screw and 

Bracket 
es, Neon, jewel Types .. and 

hundreds of others. 
we can custom- 

build 

re- 

quirements. 
an Ass mbly or your special 

ENGINEERS 
Drake Assemblies are designed with a 

factor adequate to meet varying 

conditions. 
, 

workmanship 

highest 
Materials Our vers will 

are highest grad. 

cooperate with you 
bligation.r 

Pilot 
Light 

problems . 

4 MANUFACTURERS 
Drake will supply your Pilot Light 

needs faster, better, more econom- 

ically. Get the benefit of uripattn 
patented 

meth- 

ods machinery 
of chin developed thru 15 yeas specializing 

making 

and Jewel Assemblies. 

14 PRODUCT DESIGNERS 

Add a DRAKE Light Assembly an that 
specifications._ " that clinches a sale. 
Use 

Drake Use Drake Ltgnfor illutninationo for 
for on 

or off signals, 
warning signals. Be 

the finest 
"SPE- 

CIFY DRAKE 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG 

DRAKE 
MANUFACTURING CO. 
1713 W. HUBBARD ST., CHICAGO 22 
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EIMAC 4 -750A POWER TETRODE 
Electrical Characteristics 

Filament: Thoriated tungsten 
Voltage 
Current 

7.5 volt 
20 amp 

Direct Interelectrode capacitances (ay.) 
Grid -plate 
Input 
Output 

Maximum Ratings 
D -C Plate Voltage - 

D-C Plate Current - 
Plate Dissipation - - 

6000 
700 
750 

.24 pif 
26.85 ?JO 

7.78 ppf 

max. volts 
max. ma 
max. watts 

lac tetrode -the power step -up you have 
ided to the Eimac line. 

output at 4000 plate volts, with less than 
the 4 -750A opens a new field of possibili- 
.ctronic equipment. A pair of these tet- 
t, low -power tubes, will supply more than 

potential workhorse for communications and industrial use, 
the 4 -750A has the ability to deliver its maximum power over a 
wide range of frequencies. Inherent characteristics include the 
familiar attributes of Eimac tetrodes -stability, economy, and 
dependability 

Complete technical data and performance characteristics will 
soon be available. Write now for your copy. 

EITEL- McCULLOUGH, INC., 1744 San Bruno Avenue 
San Bruno, California 

Follow the Leaders to 

EXPORT AGENTS: FRAZAR AND HANSEN, 301 CLAY STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA U S. A 
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THESE STATIONS HAVE PURCHASED 
COLLINS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT... 

ALABAMA 
WHMA Anniston 
WCOV Montgomery 
WiFA Montgomery 
WAPX Montgomery 
WJHO Opelika 
WHBB Selma 
WHTB Talladega 
WJBY Gadsden 
WTBC Tuscaloosa 
W1RD Tuscaloosa 
WLAY Sheffield 
WWWB Jasper 
WBRC Birmingham 

ARIZONA 
KOY 
KPHO 
KA RV 
KRUX 
KFAK 
KSOL 
KTUC 
KCNA 

Phoenix 
Phoenix 
Mesa 
Glendale 
Flagstaff 
Yuma 
Tucson 
Tucson 

ARKANSAS 
KWHN 
KSFA 
KELD 
KARK 
KLRA 
KGHI 
KXLR 
KHOZ 
KBTM 

Fort Smith 
Fort Smith 
El Dorado 
Little Rock 
Little Rock 
Little Rock 
North Little Rock 
Harrison 
Jonesboro 

DELAWARE 
WILM Wilmington 

CALIFORNIA 
KPRO Riverside 
KT KC Visalia 
KHUM Eureka 
KFSG Los Angeles 
KRKD Los Angeles 
K3D1 San Diego 
KARM Fresno 
KXOB Stockton 
Western Empire 
Bcstg. Co.- 

San Bernardino 

COLORADO 
KRDO Denver 
KCOL Ft. Collins 
KBOL Boulder 

CONNECTICUT 
WNLC New London 
WATR Waterbury 
WWCO Waterbury 
WNHC New Haven 
WTIC Hartford 
WDRC Hartford 

DISTRICT OF COL. 
WQQW Washington 
WDVA Washington 
WTOP Washington 

FLORIDA 
WCOA Pensacola 
WTAL Tallahassee 
WINZ Hollywood 
WMBR Jacksonville 
WBAY Miami 
Biscayne 
Bcstg. Co. -Miami 
WIRK Miami 
WROD Daytona Beach 
WNDB -FM Daytona Beach 
WWPF Palatka 
WCLE Clearwater 
WINK Ft. Meyers 
WTSP St. Petersburg 
WFTL Ft. Lauderdale 
WDHL Bradenton 
WALT Tampa 

GEORGIA 
WA LB Albany 
WGAU Athens 
WMJM Cordele 
WGAC Augusta 
WDAK Columbus 
WRLC Toccoa 

IDAHO 
KVMV Twin Falls 
KTFI Twin Falls 
KID Idaho Falls 
KEYY Pocatello 
KVNI Couer d'Alene 

ILLINOIS 
WHBF Rock Island 
WCVS Springfield 
WTAX Springfield 
WQUA Moline 
WC IL Carbondale 
WOKZ Alton 
WROK Rockford 
WTAD Quincy 
WCAZ Carthage 
WGN Chicago 
WIOL Joliet 
WDWS Champaign 

INDIANA 
WBAA W. Lafayette 
WGBF Evansville 
WI KY Evansville 
WIND Gary 
WCBC Anderson 
WFBM Indianapolis 
WJOB Hammond 
WSBT South Bend 
WSUA Bloomington 

IOWA 
KBIZ Ottumwa 
KDTH Dubuque 
WKBB Dubuque 
KROS Clinton 
WOC Davenport 
KWPC Muscatine 
KICD Spencer 
WSUI Iowa City 
KSWI Council Bluffs 
KFJB Marshalltown 
WMT Cedar Rapids 
KCRG Cedar Rapids 
WOl Ames 
KSO Des Moines 
WHO Des Moines 
KMA Shenandoah 

KANSAS 
KANS Wichita 
KGNO Dodge City 
KTSW Emporia 
KVGB Great Bend 
KWBW Hutchinson 
KSOK Arkansas City 
KTSJ -FM Topeka 
WREN Lawrence 
KSDS Kansas City 

KENTUCKY 
WHLN Harlan 
WINN Louisville 
Commonwealth 
Bcstg Co.- Louisville 

LOUISIANA 
KALB 
KRMD 
KTBS 
WLCS 
WDSU 

Alexandria 
Shreveport 
Shreveport 
Baton Rouge 
New Orleans 

MAINE 
WJOR Bangor 
WPOR Portland 
WCOU Lewistown 

MASSACHUSETTS 
WEIM Fitchburg 
WHAT Greenfield 
WHDH Boston 
WAAA Boston 
WBET Brockton 
WOCB West Yarmouth 
WHOB Gardner 
WHGF Haverhill 
WHYN Holyoke 

MARYLAND 
WASL Annapolis 
WGAY Silver Springs 
WOOK Silver Springs 
WBCC Bethesda 
WBAL Baltimore 
WCAO Baltimore 

MICHIGAN 
WFDF Flint 
WBBC Flint 
WTCM Traverse City 
WILS Lansing 
WSOO Sault Ste Marie 

MINNESOTA 
KROC 
WDGY 
WLOL 
WCAL 
KATE 
KYDS 
KWLM 

Rochester 
Minneapolis 
Minneapolis 
Northfield 
Albert Lea 
St. Paul 
Willmar 

MISSISSIPPI 
WCBI Columbus 
WGCM Gulfport 

MISSOURI 
KCMO Kansas City 
KFEQ St. Joseph 
KWOS Jefferson City 
WMBH Joplin 
KFMO Flat River 
WIL St. Louis 
KXLW Clayton 

MONTANA 
KGEZ Kalispell 

NEBRASKA 
KGFW 
KMMJ 
KOIL 
KBON 
WOW 
KOWH 
KFAB 

Kearney 
Grand Island 
Omaha 
Omaha 
Omaha 
Omaha 
Lincoln 

NEVADA 
KENO Las Vegas 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
WHEB Portsmouth 
WKBR Manchester 
WKNE Keene 
WKXL Concord 

NEW JERSEY 
WAAT Newark 
WOR Newark 
WBAB Atlantic City 
WWBZ Vineland 
WPRU Princeton 
WCTC New Brunswick 

NEW MEXICO 
KGGM Albuquerque 

NEW YORK 
WABY Albany 
WOKO Albany 
WAGE Syracuse 
WOLF Syracuse 
WSYR Syracuse 
WHDL Olean 
WKAL Rome 
WRUN -FM Rome 
WHIN Geneva 
WHLI Hempstead 
WMFF Plattsburg 
WHOM New York, N. Y. KFLW Klamath Falls 
WIRY Troy 
WNBF Binghamton 
WI NR Binghamton PENNSYLVANIA 
WHVA Poughkeepsie 
WKIP Poughkeepsie 
WWNY Watertown 
Oneonta 
Star, Inc -Oneonta 
WSNY Schenectady 

OHIO 
WADC Akron 
WHKK Akron 
WCOL Columbus 
WBNS Columbus 
WELD Columbus 
WHKC Columbus 
WFIN Findley 
WING Dayton 
WHIO Dayton 
WMOH Hamilton 
WMOA Marietta 
WMAN Man field 
WCKY Cincinnati 
WSAI Cincinnati 
WCPO Cincinnati 
WHK Cleveland 
WSTV Steubenville 

OKLAHOMA 
KADA Ada 
KCRC Enid 
KGFF Shawnee 
KOCY Oklahoma City 
WKY Oklahoma City 
KAKC Tulsa 
KTMC McAlester 

OREGON 

WMBS 
WHP 
WILK 
WPWA 
WPEN 
WHAB 

NORTH CAROLINA WERC 

WKBC No. Wilkesboro 
WFNC Fayetteville 
WFTC Kinston 
WGNC Gastonia 
WHKY Hickory 
WAYS Charlotte 
WSOC Charlotte 
WCEC Rocky Mount 
WWNC Asheville 

NORTH DAKOTA 
KFJM Grand Forks 
KLPM Minot 
KOVC Valley City 
KGCU Mandan 

WKRZ 
WGAL 
WDAD 
KQV 
WFMZ 
WNAR 
WNAE 
WKOK 
WARD 

FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S.. 

Un iontown 
Harrisburg 
Wilkes -Barre 
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia 
Stroudsburg 
Erie 
Erie 
Oil City 
Lancaster 
Indiana 
Pittsburgh 
Allentown 
Norristown 
Warren 
Sunbury 
Johnstown 

C 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 458 South Spring Street, Los Angeles 13, California 

RHODE ISLAND 
WHIM Providence 
WPRO Providence 
WWON Woonsocket 
WFCI Pawtucket 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
WMRC Greenville 
WORD Spartanburg 
Atlantic 
Bcstg. Co.- Florence 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
KWAT Watertown 
WNAX Yanktown 
KDSJ Deadwood 

TENNESSEE 
WAPO Chattanooga 
WAGC Chattanooga 
WSIX Nashville 
WKDA Nashville 
WJJM Lewisburg 
WHHM Memphis 
WHBQ Memphis 
WMPS Memphis 
WROL Knoxville 

TEXAS 
KOCA 
KRBA 
KRIS 
WTAW 
KIFS 
KCMC 
KCRT 
KOSF 
KBKI 
KGNC 
WFAA 
KABC 
KTSA 
WACO 
KRGV 
WBAP 

Kilgore 
Lufkin 
Corpus Chi 'sil 
College Station 
Texarkana 
Texarkana 
Goose Creek 
Nacogdoches 
Alice 
Amarillo 
Dallas 
San Antonio 
San Antonio 
Waco 
Weslaco 
Ft. Worth 

UTAH 
KUTA Salt Lake City 
KSUB Cedar City 

VERMONT 
WCAX Burlington 
WSYB Rutland 
WWSR St. Albans 

VIRGINIA 
WLPM Suffolk 
WLOW Norfolk 
WNVA Norton 
WSVA Harrisonburg 
WSSV Petersburg 
WSAP Portsmouth 
WLVA Lynchburg 

WASHINGTON 
KPQ Wenatchee 
KOMO Seattle 
KMO Tacoma 

WEST VIRGINIA 
WBLK Clarksburg 
WHAR Clarksburg 
WPDX Clarksburg 
WBTH Williamson 
WCHS Charleston 
WGKV Charleston 
WCAW Charleston 
WKNA Charleston 
WHIS Bluefield 
WPAR Parkersburg 
WSAZ Huntington 
WMON Montgomery 
WOAY Oak Hill 
WKWK Wheeling 

WISCONSIN 
WDSM Superior 
WSBR Superior 
WFHR Wis. Rapids 
WI BU Poynette 
WMLO Milwaukee 
WLCX La Crosse 

WYOMING 
KVRS Rock Springs 

ALASKA 
KTKN Ketchikan 

HAWAII 
KTOH Lihue, Kauai 
KGU Honolulu 

RUMFORD PRESS 
CONCORD. N. H. 



More 
Towers Specif 
Station Applicant 

All Oikrs 
Combined 

From actual records of the Federal Com- 
munications Commission ... of 873 applic- 
ations on file during a 6- weeks period 
early this year, 761 applications specified 
some make of tower. Of these 761, more 
than half specified Wincliarger towers. 
In other words ... more than all the others 
combined. 
We say no more 

ANTENNA TOWER DEPARTMENT 

` ;,ta.y ap' 


